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1550-7998=20We consider inflationary cosmology in the context of string compactifications with multiple throats. In
scenarios where the warping differs significantly between throats, string and Kaluza-Klein physics can
generate potentially observable corrections to the cosmology of inflation and reheating. First we
demonstrate that a very low string scale in the ground state compactification is incompatible with a
high Hubble scale during inflation, and we propose that the compactification geometry is altered during
inflation. In this configuration, the lowest scale is just above the Hubble scale, which is compatible with
the effective field theory but still leads to potentially observable cosmic microwave background
corrections. Also in the appropriate region of parameter space, we find that reheating leads to a phase
of long open strings in the standard model sector (before the usual radiation-dominated phase). We sketch
the cosmology of the long string phase and we discuss possible observational consequences.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.73.026003 PACS numbers: 11.25.w, 98.80.CqI. INTRODUCTION: SEEING STRINGS IN
COSMOLOGY
With the great success of inflationary cosmology in
explaining the spectrum of cosmic microwave background
(CMB) fluctuations [1–4], as well as recent progress in
understanding inflation in string theory—see, for example,
[5–21]—the time is ripe to ask what signals string theory
might have in cosmology. Historically speaking, there has
not been much cause for optimism. If strings (or other
high-energy physics, such as quantum gravity) modify
the four-dimensional effective field theory (EFT) above
an energy scale M, corrections to the usual Gaussian,
scale-invariant CMB spectrum enter at order H=Mn,
with n  2 or 1. The value of n has been a matter of
some debate in the literature. Standard EFT arguments
give n  2 [22] unless boundary terms are added [23–
30]. The latter may yield n 1 and seem to reproduce
the effects of an unconventional initial state or nonadia-
batic evolution [31–47]. However, the main issue remains
the conspicuously small value of H=M. Experimental data
appear to constrain H=MP & 104. Even if the scale of
new physics is decoupled from the Planck scale, an opti-
mistic bound seems to be H=M & 102 for realistic string
compactifications [22], even including TeV gravity scenar-
ios. Except in special cases, for example [48,49], string or
higher-dimensional physics seems unobservable. We will
argue, however, that a wide class of warped string com-address: frey@theory.caltech.edu
address: anupamm@nordita.dk
address: rmyers@perimeterinstitute.ca
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so that stringy corrections to the EFT are potentially ob-
servable. In addition, in the same models, thermal strings
may dominate the universe during reheating, leading to
other potential cosmological consequences.
In brief, our general argument runs as follows; the key
ingredient is warping in compactifications with more than
one throat. As explained in [50], warping of the spacetime
dimensions generates potentially large hierarchies of
scales, possibly creating sectors in which the string and
Kaluza-Klein (KK) scales are low. Significant warping can
occur in string compactifications, including those de-
scribed in [51,52], and we will consider models in which
the standard model (SM) is confined to branes in a highly
warped region (the SM throat). Since these compactifica-
tions can also have all moduli frozen, they are suitable both
for low-energy phenomenology and inflation [11].
However, we imagine that the inflationary potential is
generated in some other region of the compactification
(the inflationary throat) than the SM throat. There is a
tension between the (usual) high scale of inflation and
the low scale of fundamental physics in the SM throat,
however, since the 4D curvature RH2 can be much
larger than the SM sector string scale. It seems that the
low-energy description of the SM throat must break down
during inflation. We will give this general argument in
Sec. II, first reviewing the specific compactifications and
inflationary models that we will consider as concrete
examples.
The naive idea of inflation occurring on a fixed compac-
tification manifold, however, is in conflict with known-1 © 2006 The American Physical Society
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physics from the 4D EFT. In Sec. III, we will describe a
consistent resolution of the tension between Hubble and
SM scales. Because of cross couplings and quantum fluc-
tuations, inflation generates Hubble-scale masses for all
fields in the EFT [53–55]. From the 10D point of view, the
SM throat cannot support such massive modes unless the
minimum SM throat warp factor is roughly H=MP, so we
argue that the compactification does not lie in its ground
state during inflation. Specifically, the SM throat is
‘‘shorter’’ than in the post-inflationary ground state, and
the SM sector string mass scale is somewhat greater than
the Hubble scale of inflation. We end up with a consistent
picture; with a large enough SM string scale, the EFT is a
reasonable description of the physics after all. As a bonus,
the string and KK scales are naturally near the Hubble
scale, so high-energy physics will more easily alter the
CMB.1
After inflation, the question becomes how to reheat the
SM degrees of freedom and generate the usual hot big bang
cosmology. In particular, in the present scenario, the SM
sector is physically separated from the inflationary sector
in the compactification geometry. Concentrating on a spe-
cific inflationary model, we adopt the argument of [56] that
KK modes transmit energy between the two sectors and
give a more detailed estimate of the reheating rate in
Sec. IV.2 We also note that the SM throat will relax to its
ground state during reheating, and, in fact, this relaxation
will itself reheat the SM sector as well. In the end, we find
that, in a large region of parameter space, either (or both) of
these reheating processes can yield a reheat temperature
larger than the SM throat string scale. In that case, without
deriving a string theoretic reheating mechanism, we argue
that reheating should lead to a phase of long open strings
on the SM branes at the Hagedorn temperature. Some
additional comments on reheating, including sketches of
reheating in other inflationary models, are relegated to
Appendix C.
Reaching the logical conclusion, we discuss the cosmo-
logical evolution of open string matter on the SM branes in
Sec. V. We first review the thermal distribution of open
strings from [59–61] and argue that, unlike closed strings,
open strings can easily maintain thermal equilibrium. More
details of string thermodynamics are given in Appendix D.
We then review the open string decays that can reheat SM
radiation [62]; with decay rates in hand, we can then
discuss the reheating process from thermal strings to SM
radiation. We find that long open strings redshift like
matter at high densities, and the open string decays reheat
the radiation to a temperature of about the SM string scale.
Open strings out of thermal equilibrium also could play a1In Appendix B, we discuss alternative possibilities for the SM
throat geometry during inflation and give reasons why they do
not capture the appropriate physics.
2While this work was being completed, a related discussion
appeared in [57,58].
026003role in cosmology, and we make some qualitative com-
ments about their evolution.
Finally, we conclude by discussing some possible sig-
nals of the low SM string scale, from modifications to the
inflationary CMB spectrum to relics of a possible open
string phase. Exploring these potential signals is an im-
portant direction for future research, especially given the
sensitivity of upcoming CMB experiments.
We give a detailed description of our conventions in
Appendix A for the interested reader.
II. THE NAIVE SETTING FOR INFLATION
To start, we will give a brief review of inflationary
models in flux compactifications in a naive form. That is,
we will describe the vacuum state of the compactification
and then add an inflationary mechanism as a perturbation
of this vacuum. Following our review, we will argue that
this sort of naive addition of inflation to vacuum compac-
tifications cannot be true in scenarios with multiple throats
where there is a significant disparity in the warping of
different throats. Specifically, we will demonstrate that
Kaluza-Klein and 0 corrections would necessarily modify
the geometry.
A. Vacuum compactification geometry
Here we will give a brief review of the compactifications
we will discuss. For specificity, we will focus on the best
understood string compactifications, but our basic conclu-
sions should be rather generic. Therefore, we start by
reviewing common features of warped compactifications,
which will be the most important for us. Throughout this
paper, we will refer to the post-inflationary compactifica-
tion as the ‘‘vacuum’’ or ‘‘ground state’’ geometry.
However, the reader should be aware that, in currently
understood models of moduli fixing, these compactifica-
tions with a small positive cosmological constant are only
metastable and may eventually decompactify to 10D or
suffer other decay modes (though with lifetimes much
longer than the age of the universe) [52,63].
Consider, then, a 10D braneworld compactification in
which the hierarchy between the Planck and weak scales is
provided by a warp factor, as in [50]. We take the metric to
be
ds2  e2Adxdx  g6mndxmdxn;
 e2Adxdx  e2Ag^6mndxmdxn; A  Axm:
(1)
Here, the internal metric is that of a warped Calabi-Yau
manifold—that is g^6, appearing in the second line, is
Calabi-Yau [51]. The warp factor provides a hierarchy of
scales [50]; at the SM brane(s), eA  MSM=MP implies
that 4D SM observers have a fundamental particle physics
scale of MSM (we use conventions in which A 0 away-2
4Again, see definitions in Appendix A.
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from special points of the compactification).3 For warping
to give the full hierarchy,MSM  1 TeV. For an intermedi-
ate scale hierarchy (with the rest provided, for example, by
supersymmetry), simply choose MSM larger than the weak
scale. As will become apparent, the precise value of MSM
will not be important for the following discussion. In a 10D
picture, this means that the SM brane is located at the
bottom of a throat in the compactification (see, for ex-
ample, [51] for a string construction). Following the
Kaluza-Klein zero-mode for the graviton, the minimal
prescription for cosmology is to replace  by a cosmo-
logical metric g4.
Let us examine the hierarchy provided by the warp
factor in more detail. Since the warp factor rescales the
time coordinate, any localized mode has its mass rescaled
by the warp factor, also, as was originally emphasized for
Higgs fields in [50]. Direct calculations bear out this
expectation in a number of regimes; for example, it is
well known that Kaluza-Klein gravitons localized in the
SM throat have mass given by the 10D curvature scale
times the warp factor, m  eASM=R [64], where the throat
has anti-de Sitter (AdS) geometry and R is the AdS radius.
This relation holds even when compactifications have large
unwarped regions [65]. Additionally, the tension of long,
semiclassical strings (extended in the external directions)
is rescaled to   e2ASM=20, as we can see directly.
Taking a static gauge in which the world-sheet spatial
coordinate is the target space coordinate length,
S   1
20
Z
d2
 detgabp
  1
20
	
Z
d2e2A

1 @X2  e2A@Xm2  
 
 

q
:
(2)
Here @X2 and @Xm2 schematically represent the fluc-
tuations in the noncompact and compact directions, re-
spectively. Further 
 
 
 represent additional mass terms
due to curvature, warping, and possibly other background
fields. Hence, we see that strings oscillating purely in 4D
have a rescaled tension. Interpolating between KK grav-
itons and semiclassical strings, we expect that the throat
produces a (4D) sector of strings for which all the masses
are rescaled by the warp factor. In fact, a perturbative
quantization of the string has been done in a slightly differ-
ent warped background in [66], giving the same result.
This fact should lead to similar phenomenological consid-
erations as [67]. For notational clarity, we define the effec-
tive string length at the SM brane (located at the tip or
bottom of the SM throat, the region of smallest warp3See Appendix A for our conventions for the Planck scale,
string scale, etcetera.
026003factor), ‘SM  eASM

0
p  1=MSM, while 0 will always
denote the 10D value.
To be concrete, we will focus on compactifications of the
type described by [51,68,69] (see [70] for a review and
more references), although our comments should apply
qualitatively to any warped string compactification. An
important feature of these compactifications is that super-
gravity 3-form flux generates a potential for many of the
compactification moduli, fixing their expectation values.
The remaining moduli, including the size modulus u,4 can
be stabilized by nonperturbative superpotentials generated
by D-brane instantons or gaugino condensation [52,71] or
potentially by 0 corrections to the supergravity [72,73].5
Since the vacuum expectation values (VEVs) of the stabi-
lized moduli are model dependent, we can imagine tuning
their values to determine what regions of parameter space
produce specific physics, and we will typically leave the
moduli unspecified. However, we will sometimes give
numerical estimates, in which case we will assume that
the string coupling gs  1=10 and the volume e4u=gs 
1–103, which includes the example of [52]—the combi-
nation e4u=gs actually corresponds to the real part of the
Ka¨hler modulus in the 4D EFT [51].
Recall from (1) that the internal metric is a warped
Calabi-Yau manifold, i.e., g6mn  e2Ag^6mn with g^6
Calabi-Yau. The warp factor is negligible, A 0, away
from singularities of the Calabi-Yau, and the geometry
develops (locally AdS) throats near the singularities. This
warp factor is sourced by the 3-form fluxes, so the final
geometry will depend on the flux quantum numbers nf (see
footnote 4). The most studied form of the throats have
roughly the geometry of [75,76] and are topologically
deformed conifolds. The amount of deformation is con-
trolled by one of the moduli of the Calabi-Yau, and the flux
stabilizes the modulus. (In an abuse of language, we will
continue to call this scalar a modulus, even though it has a
potential, because it will be lighter than other scales we
consider.) From the current understanding of the dimen-
sional reduction [74,77–79], the flux-induced mass of the
modulus should be m gsnf=‘SMe3u  
 
 
, where nf
is the number of flux quanta in the throat (defined more
precisely in Appendix A) and 
 
 
 represent possible cor-
rections due to derivatives of the warp factor. Most likely,
the modulus mass should be between this scale and the KK
mass scale, gsnfe3u=‘SM & m & eASM=R, simply be-
cause the derivatives of the warp factor set the scale R.
Other throat geometries (based on other possible singular-
ities) have recently been studied in [80–83]. In many
cases, the region of the small warp factor (A 0) has
been argued to be similar to the deformed conifold. InThese nonperturbative and  corrections will modify the
geometry we describe here, but those effects are subleading. The
recent work of [74] provides the first step towards incorporating
these corrections.
-3
7Within slow-roll inflation it is possible to realize assisted
inflation [95–97] with the help of multiple branes [6,21], or with
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particular, in those cases, there are deformation moduli
which are also stabilized by supergravity flux. Although
there may be other, more exotic throat geometries possible
(e.g., a geometric resolution seems to be lacking for cas-
cades ending with dynamical supersymmetry breaking
[84–86]), our discussion will apply qualitatively for a large
class of them.
There are a number of possibilities for the SM branes.
The simplest (though not realistic) choice is a stack of D3
or D3 branes. The antibrane positions are stabilized at the
bottom of the SM throat by the warp factor [52,87], and
D3-brane positions can be stabilized by nonperturbative
physics [11]. Additionally, if there is an orbifold fixed
point at the center of the throat, the SM branes can be
pinned to the fixed point. More realistic gauge theories can
arise in that way [80]. Another alternative is to consider
D3/D3 branes at the bottom of the throat intersecting with
D7 branes extending through the throats. Much is known
about building realistic models from brane intersections;
for example, see [88–90] for reviews. In that case, the SM
modes are the D3-brane open strings as well as open strings
stretching between the D3 branes and D7 branes. The key
point for us is that the SM modes will all be localized on
branes at the bottom of the SM throat.
Once again, let us emphasize that, although we are
focusing on a particular type of compactification, we ex-
pect our results to generalize easily.
B. String implementations of inflation
We will now review several approaches to inflation
within the context of the compactification models dis-
cussed above. We should note that all of these inflationary
mechanisms are typically treated as small perturbations of
the compactification geometry in the literature. In this
paper, we will mostly discuss the approach known as brane
inflation, but we will also mention two other inflationary
mechanisms very briefly.
The most popular approach to embedding inflation in
string theory is brane inflation [5,7,8,10,91]. In this type of
model, the inflationary potential is provided by the
Coulomb attraction between spacetime-filling branes and
antibranes. For brane inflation to avoid destabilizing the
compactification, the moduli must be stabilized at a suffi-
ciently high mass scale (and in a deep enough potential
well); Ref. [11] showed that the compactifications de-
scribed in the previous section can provide a suitable
framework for brane inflation.6 In addition, the requisite
D3 branes are fixed at the bottom of a throat by the warp
factor, and the length of the throat allows the interbrane
potential to be flat enough to support an accelerating
cosmological expansion [11]. One difficulty of brane in-
flation scenarios as described by [11] is a supergravity 
problem; in the most basic setting for brane inflation, it6For recent refinements of this discussion, see [74].
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enough slow-roll parameter . This  problem has been
the focus of much recent work (see, for example,
[12,13,92–94]).7 We will, however, simply assume that
 1 without worrying about whether that assumption
requires fine-tuning or not. Our interest will be elsewhere.
The potential provided by N antibranes works out to be
[87]
V  N

g3se12ue4AinfM4P; (3)
where the subscript ‘‘inf’’ indicates for the warp factor at
the bottom of the inflationary throat. Henceforth, we will
set the number of antibranes to N  1 for the following
reason: unless the wandering D3 branes are tied together in
some way, the last stage of inflation will be described by
the dynamics of one D3 brane. Therefore, inflation will end
with the annihilation of a single D3/D3 pair, decreasing
VN to VN  1. However, VN  1 is already included
in the post-inflationary cosmological constant, so we only
consider one of the antibranes as driving inflation.
Relating the potential to the inflationary Hubble scale
V  3M2PH2, we find the warp factor to be
eAinf  31=4

e4u
gs

3=4

H
MP

1=2  O1 103

H
MP

1=2
:
(4)
For values of the Hubble constant
H
MP
 O108  105; (5)
the warp factor covers a wide range from 104 (as given in
[11]) to nearly unity. Note that (4) gives an interesting
bound on the compactification moduli in brane inflation:
e4u=gs & MP=H2=3 since Ainf  0.
In a sense, this warp factor is comparatively high, in that
the effective string mass 1=‘inf  eAinf=

0
p
along with the
associated Kaluza-Klein scale eAinf=R are considerably
higher than the inflationary Hubble scale:
1
‘inf
 123gs1=4

MP
H

1=2
H  H: (6)
From the point of view of the effective field theory, this
high value for the warp factor is reassuring, since it implies
that string and KK corrections will be suppressed.
Additionally, it makes sense to think of the antibranes as
probes on the compactification manifold. On the other
hand, if we are interested in signals from string theory,multiple membranes in strongly coupled heterotic M theory [17],
or with multiple axions [20], which can ameliorate the super-
gravity  problem to some extent.
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having ‘infH  1 means that corrections to the CMB are
highly suppressed and most likely undetectable.8
Brane inflation also has a natural exit; when the branes
get within about a string length of the antibranes, a string
mode stretched between them becomes tachyonic, result-
ing in brane annihilation and reheating as in hybrid infla-
tion [100–102]. We will discuss reheating from brane
inflation in more detail in Sec. IV.
A related inflationary scenario is the D3/D7 model dis-
cussed in [9,15,103]. In these models, world volume flux
on D7 branes plays the role of antibranes, and the D3
branes are attracted to the D7 branes. In the ending stage
of inflation, the D3 brane becomes bound to the D7 brane
as an instanton of the world volume flux, and the potential
is also of the hybrid inflation type. One advantage of D3/
D7 inflation is that a shift symmetry exists in many cases,
which serves to flatten the inflationary potential [14,104].
Another related inflationary mechanism is warped ta-
chyonic inflation, recently proposed by [18]. In this mecha-
nism, a non-Bogomolnyi-Prasad-Sommerfeld (BPS) D
brane (presumably wrapping a cycle of the compactifica-
tion manifold) decays, much as the brane and antibrane
annihilate in brane inflation. Localizing the non-BPS brane
in a warped region can naturally satisfy slow-roll
conditions.
The final mechanism we mention is known as racetrack
inflation, which makes use of the nonperturbative potential
that stabilizes some of the compactification moduli [16].
The idea is that sufficiently general nonperturbative super-
potentials give rise to saddle points in the effective poten-
tial, where the slow-roll parameters become small. We
should emphasize that the inflaton is a compactification
modulus, such as u, so the internal space changes through-
out inflation. This scenario could possibly lead to non-
standard cosmology during inflation.
C. Problems with the simple picture
Let us now return to the SM sector, recalling that we are
interested in models in which warping provides some
significant contribution to the SM hierarchy. In that case,
as we saw above, strings at the tip of the SM throat have an
effective mass scale of 1=‘SM MSM (at whatever inter-
mediate scale we choose). Similarly, the Kaluza-Klein
mass scale is near MSM. However, during inflation, we
know that the SM scale can be much lower than the
Hubble scale, H  1013 GeV. Even so, the usual approach
to inflation in these compactifications is through the 4D
effective field theory and naively assumes that the only
modification of the compactification geometry is through8In brane-antibrane inflation, it was suggested that detectable
non-Gaussianities may be produced after the end of inflation due
to the tachyonic instability triggered by the open string modes.
Such large non-Gaussianity produced can be helpful in con-
straining not only the string scale but also the string coupling
[98,99].
026003the replacement  ! g4 of the 4D Minkowski metric
with a Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric. We can
quickly see how such a large Hubble scale leads to incon-
sistencies in this naive model.
Even at the level of the classical equations of motion,
this naive approach already runs into problems. If we
consider a 5D Randall-Sundrum model as a proxy for a
full 10D compactification, [105,106] have shown that the
naive replacement  ! g4 breaks down precisely
when H * MSM. Heuristically speaking, we would expect
just such an effect because the KK gravitino masses are
MSM, so higher-dimensional gravity should become im-
portant as H * MSM. In particular, the time and space
coordinates will have different warping in the extra dimen-
sions, so the 4D Hubble rate will vary over the compacti-
fication, which can have interesting cosmological
consequences [107,108]. The asymmetric warping for the
time and space coordinates also leads to a significant
violation of Lorentz invariance in the effective field theory.
We would expect large corrections to the CMB in that case.
However, there are other, even more drastic corrections
to the 10D geometry from string physics. The most
straightforward way to see how the SM strings lead to an
inconsistency is to consider curvatures. We can already see
from a 4D point of view that higher-derivative corrections
to gravity will become important because ‘SMH  1. We
should, however, look at the 10D curvatures, since we are
interested in the compactification geometry. Without eval-
uating the entire R4 correction to IIB supergravity, we note
that the Ricci scalar is already large. For a metric of the
form (1), the 10D curvature is
R  12H2e2A  R6  8r26A 4r6A2
 12H2e2A  e2A2r^2A 8r^A2; (7)
where r6 (r^6) denotes the covariant derivative for the 6D
metric g6mn (g^6mn). In the second equality, we have used the
fact that g^6mn is Calabi-Yau (and therefore Ricci-flat). Near
the bottom of the SM throat, the curvature is dominated by
H2e2A and the derivatives of the warp factor are small in
comparison. From (4), we have then
R ’ 12H2e2ASM  MP
3

e4u
gs
3
e4Ainf2ASM : (8)
Hence if the SM throat is too strongly warped, the curva-
ture scale will be well above the Planck scale as well as the
(10D) fundamental string scale. In this case, the entire
tower of higher-derivative corrections should be important.
In fact, the tip region of the SM throat would need some
sort of nonperturbative string description—a world-sheet
conformal field theory (CFT) probably would not be suffi-
cient because the curvature is beyond the 10D Planck scale
as well as the string scale. Such high curvatures would also
lead to a breakdown of the effective field theory from the
4D point of view. Let us stress that the EFT does in fact tell-5
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us that it is breaking down; dimensionally reduction yields
Riemann-squared and other higher-derivative terms in the
4D action. Nor is it clear that an inflationary spacetime
would remain a consistent solution of the modified equa-
tions of motion.
There is an additional, more subtle way to see that the
4D effective field theory will break down, because, during
inflation, the Hubble scale exceeds the effective tension of
strings localized at the tip of the SM throat. In particular,
any comoving observer will see a prolific creation of
strings out of the vacuum during inflation, which is similar
to the phenomenon discussed in [109–111]. Heuristically,
the calculation is as follows: The Wick rotation of de Sitter
spacetime in global coordinates is an S4 of radius 1=H. In
this geometry, there is a world-sheet instanton given by a
(Euclidean) string wrapping an equatorial S2. The action is
just given by product of the area of the S2, 4=H2, and the
(effective) tension: SE  2=H2‘2SM  2=0H2e2ASM1,
which, from the discussion around (8), is small in the
present situation. Now, the instanton can be Wick rotated
back to the Minkowski signature by splitting the S2 along
an equator. With this analytic continuation, we see that the
instanton creates a world sheet filling a dS2 subspace of the
original universe. Thus, we can interpret the instanton as
creating long strings. The nucleation rate per unit volume
of these strings is eSE (times factors usually of order
unity), which is not suppressed. Hence we find the adver-
tised prolific production of strings. In another language, the
comoving observer should see a thermal bath at the
Gibbons-Hawking temperature H=2. However, this tem-
perature is well above the effective Hagedorn temperature
T  1=‘SM of the strings localized in the SM throat. Hence
the thermal bath should be composed largely of long
strings (actually, it is likely that there will be many black
holes, as well, at such a high temperature).
Of course, all of these difficulties will also arise due to
effective strings formed by D-brane wrapping cycles in the
compactification if those D branes are located at the tip of
the SM throat. For instance, D1 branes at the tip of the SM
throat will also have a low string scale compared to
Hubble. For simplicity, though, we will focus on funda-
mental string physics in this paper.9For a no-scale type Ka¨hler potential C  0. At one loop,
corrections could be induced, but generically they are small,
jCj  1 [120].III. ALMOST STRING-SCALE INFLATION
Above, we have found that a naive approach of string
inflation leads to inconsistencies for scenarios where the
warping differs significantly between the inflationary and
SM (or any additional) throats. However, in this section,
we will argue that a more sophisticated treatment leads to a
picture where the highly warped SM throat becomes es-
sentially ‘‘self-repairing’’ during inflation. We will find a
self-consistent picture involving the 4D effective field
theory and a modification to the compactification geome-
try. First, we will examine the consequences of the 4D
effective field theory during inflation and interpret them in026003terms of 10D physics. Then we will see that the emergent
10D picture is still consistent with the 4D effective field
theory with controlled 0 and higher-dimensional correc-
tions. At the same time, we will see how, at least in the
correct region of parameter space, those corrections could
become observable.
We might note that [112–115] have considered infla-
tionary scenarios with the Hubble scale at or above the
string scale, giving rise to an ‘‘unstable’’ phase of strings.
Our ‘‘self-repairing’’ scenario is clearly distinct in that we
do not encounter any such exotic stringy phase (during
inflation).
A. Hubble-induced masses
To begin, we assume the validity of the effective field
theory during inflation, and we will see that it is generically
impossible for any scalar to have a mass parametrically
lower than the Hubble scale. In the following section, we
will then argue that this fact implies that during inflation
the SM throat geometry is modified from its true vacuum.
One argument to this effect has been known for some
time in supersymmetric models for cosmology [53–
55,116–118] (see also [119]), which we review here.
Consider some supergravity theory with a light scalar 
(which by abuse of language we will call a modulus),
although our argument holds true even for an inflaton.
The basic point is that theN  1 supergravity potential
V / eKKi|DiWD| W  3jWj2  jDj2; (9)
contains many cross couplings between any such and the
inflaton energy density. For example, assume that  has a
minimal Ka¨hler potential jj2=M2P and that the inflaton
potential comes from the F-terms. Then the total potential
contains a Hubble-induced mass term of roughly
1
M2P
jj2Vinf  CH2jj2: (10)
In fact, [54,55] give many possible such Hubble contribu-
tions to the effective potential of , leading to an effective
mass term as above where jCj  O1 but C may have
either sign. If  were the inflaton, then it would suffer the
supergravity  problem during inflation, where jj 
M2pV 00=V O1. As it turns out, [11] showed that this
type of  problem can generalize even to D-term inflation,
in particular, to the case of brane inflation. In this paper we
assume that the  problem for the inflaton has been tackled
by fine-tuning or some other inflaton-specific mechanism.
Fine-tuning could also render the mass of the modulus to
be light compared to the Hubble mass (C 1).9 However,
we will see below that the percent level fine-tuning that is-6
10We discuss some alternative possibilities in Appendix B.
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sufficient for the inflaton  problem does not change our
story significantly when applied to the modulus .
Additionally, we might be interested in a negative
Hubble-induced mass, C< 0, when it is possible to stabi-
lize the modulus at a finite VEV [54,55]. Besides the soft
SUSY breaking mass term (10), there could be other con-
tributions from the nonrenormalizable superpotential con-
tribution, i.e., W  d=Md3 with some cutoff scale M.
Such a contribution would lead to a self interacting poten-
tial
jj2 
2d2
M2d6
; (11)
which can stabilize the modulus to a false vacuum with a
finite energy density, where O1 and d  3. During
inflation the VEV of the modulus will be given by
jj ’

C
d 1HM
d3

1=d2
: (12)
For example, such nonrenormalizable potentials would
arise from integrating out the heavy KK modes.
Therefore, the cutoff M would be given by the Kaluza-
Klein or string scale, which is essentially determined by
the behavior of . In the end, we expect MH during
inflation, so the VEV is bounded by H. Additionally, the
mass at the new VEV will also be of Hubble scale.
Next we consider a complementary argument that mod-
uli will generically develop Hubble-scale masses during
inflation. If our light scalar has a mass m & H in its
effective potential, its quantum fluctuations during infla-
tion develop a (steady-state) VEV. Strictly speaking, for a
massless scalar in a de Sitter background, the two-point
correlation function grows indefinitely for long wavelength
fluctuations [121],
h2i  1
23
Z HeHt
H
d3kjkj2  H
3
42
t: (13)
This result can also be obtained by considering the
Brownian motion of the scalar field. For a massive field,
one does not obtain an indefinite growth of the variance of
the long wavelength fluctuations, but [121–123]
h2i  3H
4
82m2
1 e2m2=3Ht ! 3H
4
82m2
(14)
after sufficient e-foldings. In the limiting case when m!
H, the variance goes as h2i  H2.
Let us now suppose that  has self-interactions, includ-
ing generically a quartic term 4. Expanding the action
for particlelike fluctuations 	, we find an effective mass
term
1
2m
2
eff	
2  12m2	2  6h2i	2: (15)
From (14), the contribution from the interaction will in fact
dominate the bare mass unless  < m4=H4, which is un-
expectedly small in our case. Solving (14) for the effective026003mass, we obtain
m2eff 
3



2
s
H2; h2i  H
2
4

2
p : (16)
So we see that a self-interaction generates a Hubble-scale
induced mass for a light scalar during inflation. This argu-
ment holds even if the scalar VEV is shifted by corrections
such as (12). Further, this argument generalizes to non-
renormalizable interactions.
We stress that we are not taking the view that the light
scalar starts in its true vacuum and then moves away, either
due to an induced classical potential or quantum fluctua-
tions. Instead, we imagine that the modulus has some
(arbitrary) initial condition during some inflationary phase
and then rolls toward a minimum of the potential over a
few e-foldings. However, inflationary physics, including
quantum fluctuations, keeps jj H over a given patch.
The modulus  only approaches its true (‘‘bare’’) ground
state after the end of inflation.
Finally, we remind the reader of the potential role in
cosmology for such a light scalar. For instance, its presence
during inflation typically gives rise to isocurvature fluctua-
tions. If the modulus is sufficiently long lived (longer than
the inflaton), then its decay could lead to reheating the
universe and the conversion of isocurvature fluctuations
into adiabatic density perturbations [124–127]. Within the
minimal supersymmetric standard model there are 300
such moduli which can play an important role in cosmol-
ogy [119]. We will return to reheating from moduli in
warped compactification scenarios in Sec. IV B.
B. Ten-dimensional interpretation
Recall from Sec. II A that the vacuum state geometry of
the SM throat suppresses the mass of localized degrees of
freedom by a factor of eASM MSM=MP. Therefore, since
the maximum fundamental mass scale is MP, the greatest
mass the deformation modulus should take is MSM; this is
just the Randall-Sundrum hierarchy. However, by the argu-
ments of Sec. III A above, this modulus should have a mass
of approximately mH during inflation if the 4D effec-
tive theory is valid. Notice the tension in the two state-
ments. Either the effective field theory must break down, or
the SM throat geometry must be modified in some manner
consistent with the effective field theory. We assume that
inflation does indeed induce a Hubble-scale mass for the
SM throat deformation modulus, precisely as in the effec-
tive field theory. What we now argue is that the use of the
effective field theory is consistent from the 10D point of
view and that all the problems of Sec. II C are resolved.10
The effective theory itself suggests what happens from
the 10D point of view during inflation. In the effective
theory, all scalars fluctuate during inflation, which was part-7
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of our argument for Hubble-scale effective masses.
Fluctuations of the SM throat deformation modulus ac-
tually cause the throat geometry itself to fluctuate, so we
should not expect the SM throat to remain in the vacuum
configuration. In fact, the potential for the modulus is
asymmetric around its minimum and would tend to push
fluctuations toward shorter throat geometries. Addition-
ally, the Kaluza-Klein gravitons, which are also light in
the vacuum compactification, should fluctuate as well,
further modifying the throat geometry. Unfortunately, we
do not have a way to describe the 10D geometry in com-
plete detail. What seems clear, though, is that the warp
factor at the tip of the SM throat must be lifted to at least
eASM H=MP. This lifting will allow the deformation
modulus to acquire a Hubble-scale mass. The reader
should note that this value is still much smaller than the
inflationary throat warp factor eAinf (4), which we assume
remains essentially unchanged during inflation.
The short throat with eASM H=MP is also consistent
with the idea that the compactification should have arbi-
trary initial conditions. Specifically, the SM throat defor-
mation modulus is complex, with a larger absolute value
corresponding to a shorter SM throat. Therefore, it is most
likely that the SM throat would start with a large warp
factor and then settle into its inflationary state with eASM 
H=MP.
Hence we assume that the warp factor lifts up, so the
effective mass of the deformation modulus in the SM throat
blueshifts to m2  CH2, where C  1. Since all of the
masses relevant for this throat are proportional to the warp
factor, the effective string and Kaluza-Klein scales are also
raised. To determine the warp factor more precisely, we
may further assume that the modulus mass is given by the
usual formula for a flux-induced mass. Following the dis-
cussion in Appendix A, we then have
eASM 

C
p
gsnf
e3u

0
p
H 

C
p
g2snf
e6u
H
MP
: (17)Note that the second equality uses the fact that a change in
the geometry of the SM throat will leave the internal
volume (A3) essentially unchanged. Hence, with reason-
able values of the parameters (e.g., gs  1=10, nf  10,
e4u=gs  103 as given in [52]), the warp factor is somewhat
larger than the naive estimate above, i.e., eASM 
104H=MP. With (17), we can also estimate the effective
string scale in the SM throat during inflation to be1111In general, the SM throat geometry will vary with time, and
so in the following, we will use ‘SM to denote the instantaneous
effective string scale at any given stage of the throat’s evolution.
However, we will reserve MSM to denote the effective string
mass in the SM throat only when the latter has reached its
vacuum configuration.
0260031
‘2SM
 Ce
6u
n2fg
2
s
H2 or ‘SMH 
nfgs
C
p e3u & 1: (18)
In fact, with the parameter values above, we find ‘SMH 
101:5. Furthermore, if the compactification scale is of the
order of the 10D string scale (i.e., eu ! 1), we find that
‘SMH approaches unity.12 Similarly the mass scale for KK
modes localized in the SM throat is given by
m2KK ’
e2ASM
R2
 Ce
6u
n2fnRg
3
s
H2 (19)
where the AdS curvature at the tip is roughly R2 
gsnR0 * 0 in string units—see Appendix A. As usual,
the latter inequality ensures that the KK mass scale is
slightly smaller than the effective string scale.
Perhaps the most uncertain assumption above was that
the mass of the deformation modulus had the scalings of a
typical flux-induced mass. A slightly more conservative
estimate would be that the modulus mass corresponds to
that of the KK modes localized in the throat. In this case,
the hierarchy between the effective string and Hubble
scales is ‘SMH 

0
p
=

C
p
R. Hence, the separation of
scales is independent of the compactification volume and
so may be smaller than estimated above. We must require
0
p
=R < 1 for the SM throat in its ground state in order
that supergravity calculations are reliable. As the RR flux
determining R is fixed by a quantization condition, one
might expect this inequality is maintained in the foreshort-
ened throat produced during inflation.
In any event, either approach seems to yield ‘SMH & 1.
Hence it would seem that the compactification is just
within the realm of validity for the 4D effective field
theory. Higher-dimensional and high-curvature corrections
are somewhat suppressed (and, in fact, the suppression is
by discretely tunable parameters), so we have a self-
consistent picture for the SM throat during inflation. That
is, the SM throat has some initial condition which is not its
true ground state, and, after a few e-foldings, the throat
settles into an inflationary state with eASM H=MP. In fact,
this evolution simply mimics the behavior expected for a
scalar field during inflation from the point of view of the
4D effective field theory.
Additionally, in the correct range of parameter space,
‘SMH is not so much less than 1 so that corrections to the
CMB may be detectable. In fact, with the parameter values
considered above, we expect that higher-dimensional and
string theoretic physics may correct the 4D effective theory
at about a percent level or even somewhat higher. In terms
of the CMB, the corrections may appear as a non-
Gaussianity (possibly) or, even more likely, as a deviation
from scale invariance. However, we leave determining the12Also, if derivatives of the warp factor contribute appreciably
to the modulus mass, ‘SMH might be somewhat closer to unity
than given in (18).
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precise form of the corrections for the future. One direction
that may be fruitful to pursue is determining the geometry
of the compactification throat in a simplified model; as
indicated in [105,106], the time and noncompact space
directions will have warp factors that differ by O‘SMH
corrections, and perhaps a modified cosmology can be
extracted from the accompanying violation of Lorentz
invariance.14IV. REHEATING OF STANDARD MODEL THROAT
During inflation, the inflaton dominates the energy den-
sity of the universe, and any radiation or matter density
redshifts to negligible values very quickly. How the energy
density ends up in SM degrees of freedom after inflation is
the question of reheating, and it seems a particularly chal-
lenging problem in brane inflation models, where the infla-
tionary and SM branes can be separated both geometrically
and by large potential barriers (due to the warp factor).
Fortunately, the inflationary and SM throats can commu-
nicate [128,129], and the SM can reheat [56]. In this
section, we will review the reheating mechanism of [56]
and give a more detailed calculation of the reheating rate
and final reheat temperature of the SM throat.13 Then we
discuss the dynamics of the SM throat itself during the era
following inflation and comment on what effects those
dynamics can have on reheating. Based on our reheating
calculations, we will find that strings will likely have an
important role in reheating the light SM fields. The key
point is that, in a wide range of parameter space, the SM
sector reheating temperature (as calculated in EFT) is
higher than the Hagedorn temperature of the SM strings.
We turn to the cosmology of those strings in the next
section.
A. Reheating from inflationary throat
Reheating begins in the inflationary throat with tachyon
condensation when the brane/antibrane pairs are within a
string length of each other [5–7,100]. Because the tachyon
couples to the brane gauge fields, its condensate actually
breaks the gauge groups on the branes as in the Higgs
mechanism. The rolling of the tachyon also excites the
gauge fields on any remaining branes along with massive
closed strings. One of the attractive features is, of course,
the formation of cosmic F and D strings by the Kibble
mechanism, as widely discussed in the literature [10,130];
their stability (and its model dependence) has been dis-
cussed in [131,132]. In any case, we expect that much of
the inflationary energy density will end up as gravitational
modes on a short time scale. Here, we will review the
argument given by [56]. Reheating proceeds in a multi-
stage process, and we will examine each step. Finally, we
will give an estimate of the reheating temperature and13See also the recent discussion in [57,58].
026003energy density. In the following, we will use H? to denote
the Hubble parameter at the end of inflation.14
We would also like to note that reheating itself can lead
to constraints on brane inflation models, although our focus
is on the final reheat temperature. The papers [56–58] have
considered graviton production during reheating, and [57]
has additionally addressed the production of other danger-
ous relics, such as long-lived KK modes in the inflationary
throat.
1. Brane annihilation
As we noted in Sec. II B, brane inflation is a stringy
realization of hybrid inflation. When the brane and anti-
brane come within a string length, an open string mode
becomes tachyonic, and the slow-roll conditions fail.
Condensation of the tachyon annihilates the branes, which
creates massive closed strings. Although a homogeneous
calculation for D3 branes does not lead to efficient reheat-
ing, tachyon modes with nonzero momentum can lead to
more efficient decay channels [133]. In that case, the
closed strings have typical mass m 1=‘infgs and non-
relativistic transverse momentum pT  1=‘inf gsp , where
again the subscript inf indicates the value at the bottom of
the inflationary throat. This intrinsically stringy annihila-
tion has a time scale of roughly ‘inf , so the total energy
density stored in the closed string sector is of the order of

 1=‘4infgs, the brane tension.15
We also note that the tachyonic instability can also
excite nonlinear gravitational fluctuations, giving rise to
significant non-Gaussianity in the CMB, which is con-
strained by present data from WMAP. In some situations,
these constraints put limits on the inflationary throat string
scale [98], although the cases we consider are probably
safe because ‘infH?  1.
2. Tunneling rate
To calculate the rate of decay from massive closed
strings to KK modes with significant wave functions in
the SM throat, it is helpful to think of this decay as a two
step process. First, we note that the massive closed strings,
being nonrelativistic in the compact directions, will be
localized near the tip of the inflationary throat at the time
they decay. Therefore, this decay should occur at the local
string time scale ‘inf and should result in KK gravitons
localized in the inflationary throat. The next step is then the
transfer of these gravitons to the SM throat by tunneling, as
has been discussed in [56]—see related discussion in
[57,58].
Actually, this tunneling rate has been considered earlier
in [128,129], which discuss the tunneling of localizedWe discuss possible generalizations of this mechanism and
reheating in other string embeddings of inflation in Appendix C.
15See also [134] for a review and further references.
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gravitons from one AdS throat to another. Those papers
give a tunneling rate
t  
2n4
16
e5Ainf
1
R
; (20)
where R is the curvature scale of the initial throat (and by
assumption, of the final throat) and n is the KK mode
number of the graviton (measured in the initial throat). R
is actually an effective anti-de Sitter radius, which is R
gsnR0
p (see Appendix A for the definition of nR) and Ainf
is given by (4). In terms of the inflationary Hubble scale
H?, the rate is
t  32

n
2

4

127
gsn
2
R

1=4

e4u
gs

3

H?
MP

3=2
H?: (21)
Taking nR  10 102, n  1, and our usual values
e4u=gs  1 103 and gs  1=10, we find that t ranges
over O10 1010H?=MP3=2H?, largely due to the
strong dependence on e4u=gs.
Because the rate (21) is very sensitive to the KK mode
number, we should also check that n 1 is a reasonable
assumption. We know that the compact momentum of each
KK graviton is pT  f=‘inf gsp with f 1=2 just from the
transverse momentum of the massive closed strings.
However, the mass (and transverse momentum) are quan-
tized approximately in units of 1=‘inf

gsnR
p
. Therefore, the
typical KK mode number is n  f nRp . For nR  10–100,
we have at most n 5. Additionally, the KK modes can
interact with each other and decay into lighter KK states
with a time scale of order ‘inf . This decay competes with
tunneling, so we expect some reduction in n for the typical
tunneling rate. Therefore, it seems reasonable to take a
small typical mode number n & 3.
There is another effect, which we have not calculated,
which could possibly suppress the tunneling rate further. In
the 5-dimensional models used to approximate the KK
mode wave functions and the tunneling rate between
throats, the two distinct throats have the same AdS curva-
ture scale. However, in the string compactifications we
study, the different throats have different AdS curvatures.
If the curvature in the SM throat (at the appropriate value of
the warp factor) is larger than in the inflationary throat
radius, then the tunneling rate would be suppressed [135].
However, we will assume that the suppression is not great
enough to reduce the rate much below our estimate (21).
For completeness, we can also give the tunneling rate in
terms of the inflationary throat string scale, which is the
form of the tunneling rate given in [56]:
t  2

n
2

4

1
gsnR

1=2
e4Ainf
1
‘inf
: (22)
This is heavily suppressed with respect to the string scale,
so the total decay rate for the decay of massive string026003modes to SM throat KK modes is determined by this
tunneling rate. Comparing this rate to the decay rate into
massless 4D gravitons imposes strong restrictions on con-
structing a viable model—see archive version of [56].
It may be that considering the tunneling process with a
more sophisticated model reduces this suppression (22)
and eases these restrictions. For example, the potential
barrier of a cascading geometry is smaller [135] than in
the simple AdS model of [128,129]. Another possibility
comes from the introduction of D7 branes in the SM
construction, as was briefly mentioned at the end of
Sec. II A. The purely D7 brane open strings have KK scale
masses and are weakly coupled to the SM fields. However,
they may still provide an interesting channel for tunneling
if the D7 brane ventures out from the SM throat to the
inflationary throat.
3. Excitation of SM brane modes
The ultimate stage of warped reheating is excitation of
the SM brane degrees of freedom, which effectively traps
energy density in the SM sector. Since the SM branes lie at
the bottom of the SM throat, we expect that the decay of the
KK modes into light SM brane modes will occur over a
time ‘SM, the string scale at the tip of the SM throat. The
key issue, then, is the value of ‘SM during reheating; after
all, during inflation, 1=‘SM * H?, while the geometry
should settle to its vacuum state 1=‘SM MSM long after
inflation. As we argue in Sec. IV B 1, we expect that the
time dependent string scale is about the Hubble scale at
that time, or 1=‘SMt Ht. Further, the time scale for
energy to reach the SM throat is the decay rate (21), so we
expect the string scale at reheating to be 1=‘SMjreheat  t,
unless t & MSM, in which case 1=‘SM MSM. In either
case, we expect the brane excitation rate SM * t.
However, the above discussion assumes that the KK
gravitons interact perturbatively with the branes. If there
is any coherence in the KK modes, however, semiclassical
effects can be important. In particular, there is evidence
that bulk modes can reheat the SM brane through para-
metric resonance [136,137]. Parametric resonance, or pre-
heating, can be efficient and rapid [138–141], occurring
over a time scale set by oscillations of the KK gravitons. In
our case, this time scale is shorter than ‘SM. Even so, the
thermalization time scale for SM brane modes would be
around ‘SM (at least in the effective field theory), so we end
up with the same conclusion as the purely perturbative
interaction.
4. SM reheat temperature
The final stage of reheating is thermalization of the SM
degrees of freedom. In general, there is a stage with a
reheating rate <Ht, so the SM modes will redshift
appreciably before thermalizing, and we can consider the-10
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reheating to occur when Ht. We have argued that the
reheating rate is determined by the tunneling rate, so 
t. Assuming that there is instantaneous thermalization of
the decay products, the reheat temperature comes out to
be16
Trh  0:1

MP
p  tMPp ; (23)
which follows by comparing the thermal energy density
T4 (for SM radiation) to the energy driving the expansion
Ht2M2P.
There are two cases we should consider: If t *
M2SM=MP, the reheat temperature is larger than MSM (at
the time of reheating)—one finds that this is a plausible
situation combining (18) and (21). In this case, the thermal
bath is sufficiently hot enough to excite fundamental
strings (and perhaps D strings). This means that the esti-
mate (23) is unreliable, since it depends on field theoretic
relations between the temperature and energy density.
Instead, we should have a truly string theoretic reheating
process. In that case, thermalization should result in a gas
of long open strings in the Hagedorn regime  ‘SM and
energy density near Ht2M2P  2tM2P. (Again, we are
simply assuming that the energy driving the expansion of
the universe is dominated by the open strings.) At tem-
peratures above MSM we would also excite the KK modes
in the SM throat. However, they need not be in thermal
equilibrium with the SM degrees of freedom because the
KK modes do not share the same charges as the SM. For
example, KK modes with high angular momentum in the
compact directions (as in [57]) may be localized in the SM
throat away from the SM branes, so they may only be
weakly coupled to the SM degrees of freedom. It would,
of course, be interesting to describe the string reheating
process in more detail. We will discuss the long open string
phase and its cosmological evolution in Sec. V.
The second case is that MSM is relatively large and t is
small so that Trh & MSM. In that case, the field theoretic
reheating calculation will be valid, and only SM radiation
(and no open strings or KK modes) will be excited.
B. Reheating from modulus decay
In Sec. III, we described how the deformation modulus
should lift the warp factor in the SM throat during inflation
so that ‘SMH? & 1. Our field theoretic expectations are16A full thermalization in the field theory case need not be
completed during reheating [142], especially in the case of
supersymmetric theories, because 2 $ 2 and 2 ! 3 processes,
required for thermalization [143], are mediated via gauge bo-
sons/gauginos and Higgses. They obtain large masses from the
VEVs of the flat directions of the minimal supersymmetric SM,
which slows down the rate of thermalization. It is plausible to
define a temperature corresponding to the kinetic equilibrium
despite the lack of full thermal equilibrium; in our case we will
treat Trh as a symbolic temperature which would help us
compare the decay rates from various processes.
026003then that the modulus obtains a VEV of order H? and
contributes to the energy density with H4?. Of course,
as the Hubble parameter evolves during the last few e-
foldings of inflation and reheating, so should the modulus
in the SM throat. Here, we will discuss possible scenarios
for the modulus evolution and the consequences for
cosmology.
1. SM throat evolution
There are two distinct possibilities, associated with two
possibilities for the Hubble-induced potentials discussed in
Sec. III A. Simply put, the two possibilities correspond to
whether the VEV of the modulus is induced by cross
couplings in the potential or by quantum fluctuations, as
described in Sec. III A.
The case of cross couplings, in which the potential
develops a tachyonic mass m2eff H2 near   0, is of
importance phenomenologically for the Polonyi problem
[53] and baryogenesis [54,55], and [55] has already studied
the behavior of a modulus with such an induced potential,
so we will review their conclusions. Let 0H be the
Hubble-induced ground state (12) for the given value of
the Hubble constant. Since the potential is induced by the
energy density, it will remain throughout reheating, and
t will track 0Ht until Ht MSM for a matter-
dominated epoch. (It is a simple calculation to show that
their argument carries over to the radiation-dominated
case, as well.) Therefore, we expect that the modulus 
should not begin oscillating around its true vacuum until
Ht MSM, which is when the bare potential should
become important—we expect the bare or vacuum mass
of the modulus to be closer to the KK scale but there should
only be a small separation between these scales. During the
oscillating phase, preheating and perturbative reheating
will proceed as usual, except that the modulus will not
necessarily dominate the energy density. As a function of
time, this motivates us to expect that ‘SMtHt  1 for
Ht * MSM.
In the second case where quantum fluctuations dominate
the VEV, hi  0 over many horizons but hjj2i  0. In
fact, because of the two-point expectation,  has a coher-
ent phase and magnitude jj H over horizon distances
1=H? at the end of inflation. In this case, we expect that 
will begin to oscillate around its true vacuum relatively
quickly. However, the magnitude of the oscillation decays
as 1=t / Ht (disregarding reheating), and we might ex-
pect that the SM throat warp factor only decays with the
magnitude of the oscillation, so ‘SMtHt  1 for Ht *
MSM. Once again, preheating and reheating will proceed as
normal.
Before proceeding, let us note two things. First, we
should take the preceding discussion of the modulus (and
SM throat) evolution with a grain of salt. After all, it would
not be surprising if there are 10D or string corrections, and
we do not have a complete picture of the stationary ge--11
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ometry during inflation. Still, we expect that the effective
field theory gives us a reasonable qualitative picture, given
that the corrections are somewhat suppressed during in-
flation. Additionally, whenHt & MSM, we expect the SM
throat to settle into its true vacuum, so we at least under-
stand the endpoint of its evolution. The other point is that
we do not expect the SM throat modulus to make a domi-
nant contribution to the energy density initially. The modu-
lus might eventually dominate the energy density if it
decays slowly enough to SM fields (because the energy
density in the modulus redshifts at least as slowly as
matter). This is reminiscent of the cosmological moduli
problem, and we will explore this point below.
2. Reheat temperature from modulus
Once the modulus oscillates coherently [roughly when
the Hubble parameter is less than the modulus massHt &
m], the oscillations mimic a pressureless fluid, whose
energy density redshifts as a3, where a is the scale factor.
During this oscillation, the modulus can decay nonpertur-
batively. This is due to the fact that every time the modulus
passes through its minimum   0, the velocity of the
field changes sign and vacuum fluctuations are enhanced
due to nonadiabatic evolution. This triggers the fragmen-
tation of the homogeneous condensate, known as preheat-
ing [138–141].
Although this initial stage of particle creation could be
explosive, preheating does not lead to a complete thermal-
ization. Thermalization is achieved via decay of the con-
densate (assuming that preheating does not use all the
energy of the condensate). If the effective mass of the
decay product is heavier than the mass of the modulus,
g >m, where g is some gauge or Yukawa coupling, the
modulus could decay into light SM particles only through
loop diagrams involving heavy particles, with an effective
coupling of the type g2=hi  0@0 , where  is a light
fermion [144]. On the other hand, the modulus will decay
at tree level if g <m. Thus, the decay rate is given by 
8><>:
g4m3
2
g >m;
g2m
8 g <m:
(24)We are interested in the possibility that decay of the
modulus  is the final stage of reheating, so we assume
that  dominates the energy density when it decays.17
Then H m=MP, so the amplitude of the modulus
and Hubble parameter during the decay are given by
[124,125]17After all, if  is subdominant, its decay will just increase the
energy density in the dominant component.
026003d
8<:g4m2MP1=3;g2MP; Hd
8><>:g
4=3

m
MP

2=3
m;
g2m:
(25)
Depending on the mass of the modulus there are two
distinct possibilities. If the compactification has m 
MSM (which is the natural region of parameter space to
expect), the energy density stored in the modulus at the
time of decay is  M2SM2d. Assuming rapid thermal-
ization of the decay products, the reheat temperature is
Trh  0:1

dMP
p   0:1g2=3 M5=3SMM1=3Pq ;
0:1g

MSMMP
p
:
(26)
In the first case (large d and decay by loops), this tem-
perature is higher than 1=‘SM MSM as long as g is not too
much less than 1, so the field theoretic approximation will
break down, and there will be some string theoretic phase.
Then the final stage of reheating will be given by the decay
of long open strings into radiation, as described in the next
section. In the second case, we derive g3MP & MSM using
(25). This then implies that the reheat temperature is above
the string scale MSM if the coupling is in the range
MSM=MP
p
& g & MSM=MP1=3 for which the final stage
of reheating will also be described by the decay of open
strings. If the coupling is g &

MSM=MP
p
, the modulus
will reheat the SM directly to radiation. In fact, since we
expect a stringy phase when the density is  * M4SM or
equivalently H * M2SM=MP, the Hubble parameter at
modulus decay (25) is exactly consistent with this
expectation.
When might the SM throat modulus come to dominate
the energy density? During the modulus evolution, its
energy density should redshift no more quickly than matter
(it redshifts like matter during oscillation and somewhat
more slowly if it tracks a changing potential). Therefore,
we expect that the modulus will most likely come to
dominate the energy density if the other component is
radiation. In other words, if the tunneling rate (21) is low
enough that the inflationary sector would reheat the SM
throat directly to radiation, the modulus could very well
end up dominating the energy density. Another option is
that the modulus could decay by loops before tunneling
occurs, in which case the inflationary sector would still
dominate the energy density, but the modulus could reheat
the SM sector to a long open string phase.
3. Cosmological consequences of the modulus
We will give a few examples of possible consequences
of the SM throat modulus decay (once again, we remind
the reader that we do not have a complete picture of the
throat dynamics).
Clearly, one consequence is related to the fact that the
roll of the SM throat modulus is a necessarily higher-
dimensional effect. In terms of a simple Randall--12
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Sundrum model, we would interpret it as the roll of the
radion field. Since the 4D FRW equations are modified
when the radion is not stabilized, it would seem that this
era may have some form of nonstandard cosmology.
Additionally, the decay of the modulus might be respon-
sible for generating adiabatic density perturbations in the
CMB [124,125,145,146]. Such a scalar can generate iso-
curvature fluctuations in the CMB (although, since m 
H? during inflation, the large scale fluctuations may be
suppressed). In our case the modulus is not likely to
dominate the energy density during its coherent oscilla-
tions, if there were already a gas of open strings present,
which redshift like a3 in equilibrium and a2 out of
equilibrium. However, if there were no open strings created
prior to the decay of the modulus or the modulus decays
after the strings decay to radiation, then the modulus could
convert all its isocurvature fluctuations into adiabatic
modes, which is known as the curvaton mechanism (see
[145]). However, this issue is rather model dependent, and,
depending on various parameters, a favorable model can be
created along the lines of [124,125,146].
Let us consider what happens if the modulus decays
while the energy density of the universe is dominated by
an open string phase of density o. This would lead to a
partial conversion of the isocurvature fluctuations to the
adiabatic fluctuations and also a significant non-
Gaussianity parameter [145]18
fNL  1r ’
1
g4=3

2
M4SM

MSM
MP

2=3 (27)
for the perturbations sourced by . Here, r is the ratio
between the energy densities of the modulus and the strings
at the time of decay, r  M2SM2d=o. We have assumed
that the modulus decays by loops before the strings convert
to radiation, and (to be conservative) we took the smallest
value of o 2 for effective string tension. Obviously,
once we assume that the modulus obtains a Hubble-
induced mass correction during inflation, the perturbations
of the modulus will be suppressed on large scales during
inflation and therefore the higher-order perturbations as
well. The non-Gaussian signature may then be undetect-
able by the forthcoming CMB experiments. A possible
enhancement in non-Gaussianity fNL  50 may arise natu-
rally if the modulus mass is smaller than the inflationary
Hubble scale, m  Hinf , and it decays nonperturbatively
into the light degrees of freedom [147].18The non-Gaussianity parameter is defined by the Bardeen
potential which arises while studying the temperature anisotropy
  Gauss  fNL2Gauss. In the curvaton scenario  r=5	=. In the case of the modulus 	= 
2	=  	=2. This leads to the non-Gaussianity pa-
rameter fNL  5=4r [145].
026003In some models, the modulus decay could also directly
produce weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs).
For example, one of the best known supersymmetric par-
ticles is the gravitino, which the modulus could produce.
Then there are known cosmological consequences. For a
TeV mass gravitino the decay time extends through big
bang nucleosynthesis, so therefore the initial abundance
has to be small, i.e., n3=s < 1010. The direct decay of the
modulus into gravitinos, however, generates significant
abundance [148]. This would then require heavy gravitinos
above 50 TeV, which would decay before big bang nucleo-
synthesis. However, if the gravitinos decay after the freeze-
out temperature of thermally generated neutralinos, then
their decay would also dilute the cold dark matter abun-
dance. Detailed model building issues have been studied in
[149]. The models we discuss might avoid these problems
entirely, also; the supersymmetry breaking scale is not tied
to the warping, so the gravitino could be heavier than the
modulus.
V. REHEATING DUE TO OPEN STRING DECAY
In this section, we will discuss reheating of SM modes
(i.e., the massless modes on the SM branes) through the
decay of long open strings on the SM branes. Since we do
not have a full understanding of the SM throat geometry
while MSM <H <H?, we pick up the story when H 
MSM, when we expect the SM throat to settle into its true
vacuum geometry, which we reviewed in Sec. II A. Why
bring in long open strings in this regime? We remind the
reader that the effective field theory reheating temperature
(23) can be sufficiently high that string modes should have
been excited during reheating, so there may be some
stringy phase of evolution. In addition, even with H 
MSM, the 4D energy density M2SMM2P is much greater
than the effective string density 0 M4SM  1=‘4SM.
Therefore, we still expect a long string phase, and we
will focus on fundamental strings for simplicity.19
Our goal is to establish a basic framework for the
cosmology of open strings, which we will see can be
somewhat different than the standard cosmology of
(closed) cosmic strings. This framework would apply in
many potential situations in string cosmology beyond our
scenario—whenever open strings are a significant source
of energy density. In particular, we could imagine brane
inflation with low-energy supersymmetry, so that the stan-
dard model could live on whatever branes survive the
brane-antibrane annihilation. In that case, we might expect
tachyon condensation to produce long open strings on the
surviving branes, which could provide at least some com-
ponent of reheating in the standard model.
To discuss reheating through long open strings, we first
must describe the distribution of open strings as well as the19We discuss the alternate possibility of the SM throat devel-
oping a black-brane horizon in footnote 20 and Appendix D 3.
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possible decay modes and decay rates of the long strings.
Once we have reviewed that physics, we will include the
decay modes in the cosmological evolution of the open
string gas and discuss reheating from open strings to
massless SM modes.
A. String thermodynamics with D branes
In this section, we review essential features of the ther-
modynamics of open strings, with more details in
Appendix D 1. We emphasize that this discussion is rele-
vant for any discussion of open strings in cosmology and
not just our particular model.
Many authors have studied thermodynamics of open
strings in the background of D branes [59–61], with the
D branes essentially considered as static objects. Intrinsic
in our use of these results is the assumption that we can at
least approximately trust flat spacetime string thermody-
namics in cosmology when H & 1=‘SM. All the papers
[59–61] agree that open strings dominate closed strings
if the number density of D branes (in the transverse vol-
ume) is greater than unity in string units, so the open string
thermodynamics is independent of closed string thermo-
dynamics. Therefore, we relegate a discussion of closed
string thermodynamics to Appendix D 2. Although D
strings or other wrapped D branes might enter into thermal
equilibrium at high densities, we will leave that question
for future work and focus on a pure string gas for
simplicity.20
One quantity we will need is the distribution of string
number per unit string length per volume parallel to the D
branes. Specializing to D3 branes, this is [59]
D ‘  2aN
2
D
bV?
e‘=L; L  1
 H ; (28)
where L is the average length of the open strings,  is the
string tension, and  (H) is the inverse (Hagedorn) tem-
perature. In the above, both a, b are proportional to gs
(with a ratio b=a), ND is the number of branes, and
Vk, V? are, respectively, the volumes along and transverse
to the D branes. For now, we are working in 10D units for
ease of comparison to the literature, and throughout we
take the thermodynamic limit E / Vk ! 1. Because it
appears in the distribution, V? is an important parameter
in the thermodynamics. This volume is not the full volume
of the compactification manifold because the warp factor
in the SM throat acts as a potential for the compact posi-
tion; rather we can treat V? as the volume accessible to the
strings through their thermal and quantum fluctuations, as20It is common string theory folk-knowledge that a Hagedorn
gas of strings undergoes a phase transition to a black hole or
black brane (i.e., something with a horizon). In Appendix D 3,
we will argue that the situation is more subtle. Though we cannot
rule out the appearance of a horizon, we expect the appearance
of a long string phase.
026003in [132].21 It turns out that we can approximate
V?=4203  1; the calculation is given in detail in
Appendix D 4.
If we want to add D7 branes to the SM throat, (28) is
rearranged somewhat, and a=b takes a different dimen-
sionality. However, in the end, the prefactor of the expo-
nential takes the same order of magnitude. Also, each type
of string (33, 77, or 37) has its own distribution with N2D !
N23 ; N
2
7 ; N3N7, respectively. In this paper, we will work
mostly to order of magnitude and simply write N2D.
So far, we have worked in ten-dimensional units, but we
can translate to 4D effective units for the purpose of
cosmology. First, note that the 4D energy density is given
by   R d‘‘D‘. Then using (28), we can relate the
average string length to this density,
‘  eASML  1
ND

V?
4203

1=2
2‘SM6b
a

M2SM

1=2



N2DM
4
SM

1=2
‘SM; (29)
where we have substituted  M2SM=2, the effective SM
string tension. Note that the average string length is longer
than the string length for  * N2DM4SM, which is the mini-
mum density we consider. Henceforth, all quantities are in
4D units (i.e., measured in terms of the effective SM string
scale) except for V? and explicit factors of 0. Let us also
make explicit that ‘ (and other lengths) are not the lengths
projected onto the 4D spacetime but rather the total length
in four-dimensional units. However, a simple random-walk
argument shows that ‘ and the projected length differ only
by factors of order unity.
Since we are also interested in the cosmological evolu-
tion of the open string gas, we would like to know the
equation of state. Because the compact directions are
stabilized, we just need the pressure in the noncompact
directions, which is approximately
p  1


4a
b
N2D
M2SM

V?

1=2  NDM2SM


p (30)
in the Hagedorn regime [150–152]. This equation of state
is somewhat unusual in cosmology, but, in a wide range of
interest, we will see that the open strings behave like a
pressureless gas.
A critical question for cosmology is when the open
strings are in equilibrium. The gas of strings can remain
in thermodynamic equilibrium as long as a typical string
interacts once per Hubble time (see the discussion of
equilibration times in [59]). Fortunately, the probability
for two strings to interact given that they cross is known
to be [132,153]21This procedure is somewhat ad hoc; a proper treatment would
include the potential in the statistical description of the strings
from the outset.
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22The conversion is

N
p  ‘=4‘SM, which follows from (for
example) the light-cone Hamiltonian for a string configuration
X1  ‘=2 cos cos!
, X2  ‘=2 cos sin!
, 0    ,
‘!  2. This is explained in [156]. The calculation turns out
to be the same for a transversely polarized string rotating in two
transverse directions.
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1 cos 1 v2p 2
8v sin

1 v2
p
 4203
V?
: (31)
Following typical arguments about cosmic strings [154],
we know that the empty area surrounding a string in a
network of density  is =. This leads to a crossing rate
per unit length of string of v= and an interaction rate of
d
d‘
 g2s
1 cos 1 v2p 2
8 sin

1 v2
p
 4203
V?


: (32)
To get the interaction rate for a typical string, we just
multiply by the average string length as given above.
Then the equilibration rate is
  N
2
Dg
2
s
‘SM


N2DM
4
SM

3=2 (33)
averaging over angles and velocities, in agreement with the
rough discussion of [59], and again substituting  
M2SM=2. Of course, if the distribution of open strings
starts out far from equilibrium, we should use the typical
length scale of that distribution, rather than ‘, to determine
the equilibration rate.
Note that the dependence for (33) on the density of open
strings means that it is very difficult for the strings to fall
out of equilibrium. Suppose that the open strings dominate
the universe, so H  p =MP. Then a comparison gives
=H  NDg2sMP=MSM=N2DM4SM. As long as ‘ * ‘SM,
the strings will remain in equilibrium. In fact, it seems that
the open strings will maintain equilibrium unless they
either start out very far from equilibrium or are
subdominant.
Finally, we should contrast these results to the usual
intuition developed from the study of cosmic strings, which
is that long cosmic strings enter a scaling solution rather
than maintain equilibrium (see [154], for example). The
difference arises because of the different distribution of
strings. For cosmic (closed) strings at typical densities, the
gas of strings is composed of many small loops and a few
very long strings. As a consequence, two short loops
cannot join to form a long string, and, additionally, short
strings will not often intersect long strings. However, long
strings will intersect each other roughly once a Hubble
time, so they can decay by emission of short loops rela-
tively efficiently. The long string population cannot regain
energy as quickly as it loses energy, so the strings fall out of
equilibrium. In contrast, open strings are distributed uni-
formly up to a length of roughly ‘, above which the
population decreases. Therefore, there is a sizable popula-
tion of intermediate length strings, which can join with
each other to form long strings. Therefore, the entire string
gas can remain in equilibrium if  * H.026003B. Decay rates of long open strings
Since the reheating of the SM throat seems likely to lead
to a phase of long open strings, a crucial ingredient is the
decay of those strings. Long open string decay has been the
subject of multiple studies, mostly in flat backgrounds with
what we would now recognize as D9 branes (or D25 branes
in the bosonic case) [155–158]. The relevant calculations
of total decay rates for open strings on superstring D branes
of arbitrary dimensionality appear in [62]; we review the
results here. Even though these decay rates are for static
spacetimes, we will assume their validity since the Hubble
parameter is Ht & MSM. Additionally, these decay rates
only apply, strictly speaking, to leading Regge trajectory
states, but we will use them for the entire open string
network.
Since the D3 branes do not fill the entire 10D spacetime,
the decay rate depends on the polarization of the open
string in question, longitudinal or transverse to the branes.
Realistically, there is a wide variety (a ‘‘discretuum,’’ to
borrow the term) of decay rates due to the many possible
polarizations of a long string, but we will lump all the
strings into two classes, those longitudinally polarized and
those transversely polarized. In fact, these are precisely the
two cases considered by [62].
The decay of a string polarized longitudinally to a D3
brane is nearly a splitting rate per unit length, as found in
[62]. For our purposes, we restore factors of gs and write
the string oscillator number N in terms of the string’s
length ‘,22 finding
split  2
3
2

2
p NDgs
‘SM

‘
‘SM

1

ln

‘
4‘SM
3
: (34)
We have inserted an additional factor of ND compared to
[62] because the string can split on any of the D3 branes.
Note that the log factors suppress this rate compared to a
decay rate per unit length; physically this means that the
string prefers slightly to split near its ends. These logarithm
factors are caused by quantum mechanical fluctuations of
the string away from the world volume of the D3 brane. For
now, the important thing to note is that even a longitudi-
nally polarized string accesses the transverse (compact)
dimensions with a distance scale that grows logarithmi-
cally in the length of the string. Finally, we should note that
splitting has been included in the analysis of open string
equilibrium, even though it is not the dominant interaction
(see [59]).
On the other hand, transversely polarized strings decay
only by radiating massless strings from their end points
[62] with a rate-15
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
2
p 24
8
NDgs
‘
: (35)
Note that completely transversely polarized strings do not
really have any length in the noncompact dimensions. We
assume, though, that a typical ‘‘transversely’’ polarized
string has about the same length of string along the brane
directions as it does transverse to them. This is the same
assumption we made in the thermodynamics. The reader
should also be aware that this decay rate for the leading
Regge trajectory strings is slower than expected for a
typical transversely polarized string. However, as long as
a string has any significant transverse polarization, it will
only decay to SM modes by radiation from its endpoints,
and we take the rate (35).
The key issue is to determine whether the long strings
are longitudinally or transversely polarized. Let us quickly
work through the case of strings in thermal equilibrium
near the Hagedorn temperature. Our rationale is as follows:
if the linear scale of quantum fluctuations of a longitudinal
string is as great as the linear scale of thermal fluctuations,
then the strings can be considered to be longitudinally
polarized. Otherwise, the strings are transversely polar-
ized. Since the Hagedorn strings can always access three
of the dimensions of the SM throat tip, then we take the
thermal length scale to be L=2

0
p  gsnR1=2=41=3,
as follows from our expression for V? (16). The quantum
length scale we can extract from the decay rate (34) is
L=2

0
p  ln‘=4‘SM=1=2. Therefore, we expect that
open strings will be longitudinally polarized only for
lengths longer than some critical value,
‘ * ‘c  4‘SM exp


16

1=3
gsnR

 103‘SM: (36)
The numerical value is given for gsnR  10. For strings at
equilibrium, there will only be many longitudinally polar-
ized strings if ‘ * 103‘SM, which would require  *
106N2DM
4
SM. (We should mention that different compacti-
fication models will give different formulas for ‘c.)
C. Evolution of string network and reheating
Here we will discuss the transfer of energy density from
long open strings into radiation.
1. Strings in equilibrium
For specificity, we will begin with the case of equilib-
rium open strings, giving a rough analysis of reheating into
radiation.2323Throughout, we will assume that, by this stage of reheating,
the energy density in KK modes is subdominant. If any KK
modes are in equilibrium, they are a gas at temperature T 
MSM; nonequilibrium KK modes decay with a rate _ / KK,
which is much faster than (41) below for KK * o (unless the
KK modes are nearly stable).
026003If we start by ignoring the decay of open strings to
radiation, the continuity equation, with the pressure (30), is
_ 3 _a
a
 NDM2SM1=2  0; (37)
which has the solution
 

1=20  NDM2SM

a0
a

3=2  NDM2SM

2
: (38)
Here the subscript 0 indicates an initial value. Note that for
densities much larger than N2DM4SM, the strings redshift as
if they are pressureless, which is not surprising given that
the pressure grows more slowly than linearly with density.
The deviation from this matterlike redshifting is of order
NDM2SM=
1=2
. We should remember, however, that, as this
reaches order unity, the strings will become an equilibrium
bath of radiation. Therefore, we will mostly consider the
open string gas to be pressureless.
Next we will consider the energy loss to radiation by
transversely polarized strings (remember that splitting of
longitudinally polarized strings is accounted for by the
thermodynamics). The rate of density loss is simply written
as
_jrad 
Z ‘c
‘SM
d‘D‘rad‘E‘; (39)
where E‘ is the energy lost by a string of length ‘ in
each radiative decay [D‘ and rad‘ are given, respec-
tively, by (28) and (35)]. We can calculate E by noting
that the radiation process decreases the level of a trans-
versely polarized string by 1 [62]. Working in the center of
mass frame, E2  N=‘2SM, so
E‘  2 Np ‘SM1  2=‘; (40)
using our identification of N  ‘=4‘SM2. This estimate
assumes that the string is long enough to neglect recoil and
that relativistic energy shifts of the emitted radiation aver-
ages out. The lower limit on the integral comes from
insisting that the strings be long, and the upper limit comes
from the requirement that they be transversely polarized.
Putting everything together, we find
_jrad ‘   NDgsN
2
DM
4
SM
‘
1; ‘SM= ‘; ‘c= ‘
  NDgsN
2
DM
4
SM
‘SM
(41)
is given by an incomplete gamma function. The final
approximation is appropriate for ‘ ‘SM, which we will
assume throughout. All told, the SM sector energy in
radiation and open strings obeys the equations-16
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 o  3 _aao 
NDgsN2DM4SM
‘SM
 0;
_r  4 _aar 
NDgsN2DM4SM
‘SM
 0:
(42)
These equations can be solved analytically; taking A 
2NDgsN2DM4SM=‘SM, we find
o   2A9H  C1

a0
a

3
;
r  2A11H  C2

a0
a

4
for o > r
(43)
o   A5H D1

a0
a

3
;
r  A6H D2

a0
a

4
for o < r;
(44)
where a0 is the initial scale factor for the given era.
We can use (43) and (44) to get a qualitative picture of
reheating by open strings. Imagine that we take our initial
conditions to be H MSM and r negligible. Then the
initial phase is dominated by the strings, C1 M2PM2SM,
and the equality between strings and radiation occurs at
aboutHeq  NDg1=3s MSM=MP2=3MSM. Following into the
radiation era, reheating ends when o  0, which turns out
to be at Hf & Heq. In the end, we find a final radiation
density of r & gsMP=MSM2=3N2DM4SM. This result is a
bit larger than the typical string density M4SM, so a more
detailed analysis of energy transfer between strings and
radiation is clearly necessary. However, it seems likely that
the final reheat density and temperature for SM radiation
will be around M4SM and T MSM, respectively.24
2. Nonequilibrium strings
In this section, we will give a few comments about the
evolution of nonequilibrium strings, for which we do not a
priori know the distribution of lengths. As we have seen in24AsMSM is a free parameter in our discussion, we note that the
above result raises various phenomenological challenges if MSM
is too low. If MSM O1 TeV then the most important problem
will be to obtain the observed baryonic asymmetry nB=n 
6:1	 1010 [1]; because of the larger parameter space, electro-
weak baryogenesis in minimal supersymmetric SM, in principle,
has a much better chance to succeed. However, there are a
number of important constraints, and lately Higgs searches at
CERN LEP have narrowed down the parameter space to the
point where it has all but disappeared [159,160]. However for an
intermediate scale MSM baryogenesis could take place via other
means [119]. The other challenge will be to obtain the right
abundance for the cold dark matter. Below MSM  1 TeV the
only viable candidate is the coherent oscillations of the axionic
cold dark matter [161–163]. For an intermediate string scale it is
possible to have a viable KK cold dark matter whose abundance
could be either obtained nonperturbatively from the decay of the
modulus, or from thermal excitations.
026003the equilibrium case, the string distribution was important
in the rate of decay to radiation; we suspect that a non-
equilibrium string distribution would be just as important.
With that in mind, we can give only a few general
comments.
Out of equilibrium, we must distinguish two populations
of open strings, superhorizon (‘ > 1=H) and subhorizon
(‘ < 1=H). While superhorizon strings grow with the cos-
mological expansion, the subhorizon strings can only de-
cay. In addition, since the strings interact rarely, there is an
effective maximum to the length of any given string, due to
the splitting of longitudinal polarizations. That is, as any
string approaches ‘c defined in (36), the SM branes come
within the quantum radius of the string, so the string can
split with a string-scale rate per unit length (treating the
logarithm as roughly constant near ‘c). Therefore, the
longitudinal strings rapidly break into smaller strings, so
there should be a large population of superhorizon strings
only while ‘c is larger than the Hubble radius. (There may
be a few strings with atypically large deviations from the
SM branes, and these few strings could be transversely
polarized but longer than ‘c.)
Let us consider the superhorizon strings a little more
carefully. Since the open strings are out of equilibrium,
they are not interacting even once a Hubble time, so they
cannot enter a scaling solution. In that case, the super-
horizon strings could enter a stringlike phase, redshifting
as a2, at least for ‘c * 1=H. Then, as a given string
stretches to a length of ‘c, it will split, so the distribution
of strings will evolve; numerical simulations will be nec-
essary to understand the evolving distribution.
Finally, we note that nearly all the nonequilibrium
strings should decay to radiation on a time scale given
roughly by ‘c for two reasons. First, the radiative decay
rate (35), for typical strings, is roughly  * 1=‘c. Second,
by t ‘c, typical transversely polarized strings will be
subhorizon length, so they will no longer stretch and will
simply decay. Only a few atypically long transversely
polarized strings should survive beyond t ‘c.
Additionally, these should eventually become subhorizon
or longitudinally polarized and decay as well. Since H 
1=‘c occurs much before nucleosynthesis, it seems that
light element abundances are protected in this case.
VI. DISCUSSION: POSSIBLE SIGNATURES
Finally, in this section, we will speculate on the possible
cosmological signatures of the light SM sector strings in
these warped models. The discussion will be ordered chro-
nologically, from inflation onward.
A. Fluctuations in inflation
As we mentioned in the Introduction, high-energy phys-
ics can alter the inflaton fluctuation spectrum at the earliest
stages of inflation [22–47]. So far, in the absence of a
theory of quantum gravity or a specific realization of-17
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inflation in string theory, the effects of ‘‘trans-Planckian’’
physics on the inflaton have been modeled by modified
high-energy dispersion relations, modified initial condi-
tions (vacua) for the inflaton, and irrelevant operators in
the inflation EFT. The key point is that, depending on the
type of signals expected, H=M * 1=10 (or H2=M2 *
1=10) are necessary for corrections to the usual spectrum
to be observable [22]. Here, we have argued that a signifi-
cantly warped SM throat will naturally provide H=M
O102  1 during inflation—see Eq. (18). Here, M may
represent either the effective Kaluza-Klein or string scales
in the SM throat. Hence it is likely that higher-dimensional
and stringy physics may be observable.
In fact, we can estimate the strength of the corrections.
One of the (leading)O03 corrections to the supergravity
action [164,165] contains a term (up to prefactors)
RRRmnRmn  RRrmrnA2;
(45)
where the right-hand side follows by conformally rescaling
the 10D metric. Furthermore, RR  e4AH4 (plus
terms depending on derivatives of the warp factor) by
counting powers of the warp factor. If we dimensionally
reduce this term, the contribution to the action is
	S  M81003
Z
d4x
g4p Z d6x g6p H4rmrnA2
 M2P03H4
Z
d4x
g4p he2ArmrnA2i; (46)
where
h
 
 
i  1
Vw
Z
d6x

g6
p
e2A 
 
 
  1
Vw
Z
d6x

g^6
p
e4A 
 
 

(47)
is the average over the compact manifold, weighted by the
same power of the warp factor that gives the warped
volume. Since the warp factor is very small near the tip
of the SM throat, this region dominates the average.
Therefore, we evaluate the average there; by using
Riemann normal coordinates, we can estimate
rmrnA2  gsnR02. In the end, we find
	S  MPH
2
gsnR2
H2
M2SM
: (48)
This is suppressed only by gsnR02H=MSM2 com-
pared to the Einstein-Hilbert term, so we expect that it
may be detectable.
Distinguishing our string compactification effects from
field theoretic models will likely be difficult, however. One
suggestion is to examine, order by order in H=M, the
higher-dimension operators generated by string theory
and KK physics. If some characteristic pattern of coeffi-
cients for these higher-derivative terms emerges (or better
yet, if some of the coefficients are forced to vanish by a026003symmetry), this pattern may be used to single out compac-
tification physics as the source of any signal. The work of
[166] regarding inflaton fluctuations in higher-derivative
gravity may be useful for determining the actual CMB
spectrum in such a case. In a similar spirit, [48,49,167]
have given a characteristic pattern of modifications to the
CMB that might arise in brane inflation due to noncanon-
ical inflaton kinetic terms. For another approach, relying
on post-inflation evolution, see [168].
One should also consider the possibility of inherently
stringy effects during inflation. While the light SM sector
strings have ‘SM less than the Hubble length 1=H, we do
not expect the separation of scales to be very large. Hence,
for example, the creation of long strings, as discussed at the
end of Sec. II C, is suppressed but not enormously. So one
might find a moderate production of strings during infla-
tion. There might also be unusual quantum effects coming
from macroscopic virtual strings during inflation or fluc-
tuations of the string field. Again the point is that the
separation of ‘SM and 1=H should not be immense. So
perhaps virtual processes can modify the quantum behav-
ior of the inflaton with nonlocal or stringy effects. While
necessarily vague, it may be that string field theory will be
necessary to develop these ideas.
B. Nonstandard cosmology during reheating
We also noted that, for H? * Ht * MSM, the SM
throat geometry will evolve from its inflationary state to
the true ground state geometry. In Sec. IV B, we modeled
this evolution in terms of EFT by discussing the qualitative
behavior of the SM throat deformation modulus. It is worth
reiterating the point that, in a Randall-Sundrum model of
the compactification, the evolution of the SM throat would
be modeled by a rolling of the radion. What changes to
standard FRW cosmology might result is an interesting
question for future work; it seems likely that there would
be some corrections for the following reason. As explained
in [169,170], the usual Friedmann equation is modified in a
Randall-Sundrum universe if the radion is not stabilized;
essentially, this fact is because the Einstein equations are
five dimensional. Therefore, we might guess that, if the
radion is rolling in its potential (that is, it is not completely
stabilized by its potential) due to some finite energy den-
sity, the Friedmann equation will be corrected.
Additionally, in solving the higher-dimensional equations
of motion, the space and time directions may develop
different warp factors, leading to a violation of Lorentz
invariance (see the solutions of [105,106], for example).
C. Early structure formation (primordial black holes)
We have argued that the universe is dominated by a gas
of long open strings with negligible pressure after the end
of inflation. Therefore, the curvature fluctuations created
during inflation enter the Hubble radius and perturb the
long open strings. As is well known, inside the Hubble-18
25We thank J. Cline for discussions on this point.
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radius, the linear perturbations in cold dark matter grow,
see [171]:
	t  	ti

t
ti

2=3
; (49)
where 	 is the density contrast and the time ti is chosen to
normalize the perturbations entering the Hubble radius.
This is analogous to the Jean’s instability in a static uni-
verse, but expansion slows the exponential growth in the
density contrast to a power law. The overdense regions
expand slowly, reach a maximum radius, contract, and
eventually virialize to form a bound nonlinear system
with a density contrast of 	O1.
There are many possibilities for these gravitationally
bound systems which one can entertain, such as objects
made up of SM baryons, the earliest stars. Nevertheless, as
the long strings decay into radiation, the most tenacious
objects would be, of course, black holes (which might be
the only structures to survive). These primordial black
holes [172] can survive until the present, unless their
Hawking radiation is important. The lifetime of an evapo-
rating black hole is given by


1017 sec
’

M
1015 grams

3
: (50)
Note that a black hole of initial mass M 1015 g will
evaporate at the present epoch while M 109 g will
evaporate around the time of nucleosynthesis. Assuming
that we form black holes with approximately the mass
contained in the horizon (for a review see [173]), we have
MHOR  109g
1011 GeV4
o

1=2
for o > N2DM4SM:
(51)
If the string-dominated phase lasts until o  108 GeV4,
black holes with mass M 1015 g are formed and can live
through today. In any case, massive black holes above
109 g are astrophysically interesting. Depending on their
present abundances, they can be safe with distinct astro-
physical signatures. For example, black holes with mass
M 5	 1014 g are already constrained from the current
-ray bursts as long as the fraction of the black hole energy
density to the energy density of everything else is evap <
1026M=MP [174]. In the extreme case that MSM 
1 TeV, the string-dominated phase lasts until the electro-
weak phase, and black holes of mass M 1025 g can be
formed. They would live through the present; it would be
interesting to see if there are observational constraints on
such black holes.
D. Gravitational waves
There are also several possibilities for the generation of
gravitational waves (beyond those created as fluctuations
during inflation).026003One possibility occurs because the transition from in-
flation to a long string-dominated phase is not instanta-
neous. There is a brief period of radiation which, however,
quickly becomes subdominant. During these transitions
there would be a slight bump in the gravitational wave
spectrum which would have a frequency cutoff roughly
given by the geometric mean of two scales: ! 
2atrHtr=a
  2

H0Htr
p
, possibly allowing the de-
tectability of such gravitational waves by future
experiments.
Another possibility is that the long strings themselves
source gravitational waves. Clearly, during the long open
string phase, there will be a subdominant long closed string
component (see Appendix D 2), and these closed strings
will eventually decay into gravitons. Additionally, long
open strings can dynamically develop cusps, just as closed
strings, which then produce beams of gravity waves (see
[154] for the appropriate cosmic string literature).
E. Other effects
The prolonged phase of matter (open string) domination
has other mild effects in cosmology. For instance, the
required number of e-foldings during inflation could be
considerably smaller by
Nk  62 1
12
ln
Vend
N2DM
4
SM
: (52)
For Vend  1064GeV4 and N2DM4SM  1012GeV4, the
number of e-foldings required to explain the observed
CMB spectrum and the flatness and the homogeneity prob-
lem is only 52 e-foldings.
Additionally, as [57] has pointed out, KK modes with
large compact angular momentum in warped throats can
have very long lifetimes because light (and SM) modes do
not carry the same angular momentum on the internal
space. Since either reheating from the inflationary sector
or the SM throat modulus can populate these KK modes,
we have a natural mechanism for production of relics.
What remains to be determined is whether and at what
density these KK relics freeze out. Another possible can-
didate relic is a leading Regge trajectory open string po-
larized transverse to the SM brane. However, since the
open string gas stays in equilibrium very easily, we would
need some nonthermal production process for these strings.
A matter-dominated period, either from open strings or
oscillations of the SM throat modulus, could also serve to
dilute otherwise overly abundant gravity waves. As pointed
out in [56], a low tunneling rate could allow long strings or
KK modes in the inflationary throat to decay into massless
gravitons. Fortunately, a large enough energy density in
matter, either from the modulus or open strings, could
dilute the gravitons sufficiently to avoid later problems.25-19
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Finally, we mention that the long open string gas near
the Hagedorn temperature suffers from large thermal fluc-
tuations (in the canonical ensemble).26 Therefore, the den-
sity and temperature should vary from Hubble region to
Hubble region (and even within Hubble regions). If these
fluctuations can survive being washed out by the subse-
quent radiation phase, they could leave a significant im-
print on the CMB.VII. SUMMARY
To summarize, we have considered string inflation in the
context of warped compactifications with multiple throats.
In scenarios where the warping differs significantly be-
tween throats (such as in scenarios where the inflationary
scale is much higher than the SM scale), the standard
approach of treating inflation as a perturbation on the
ground state configuration is inconsistent. Not only would
the 4D EFT break down due to KK mode excitations, but
the supergravity approximation would also break down due
to large 10D curvatures. Instead, we argued that the vac-
uum geometry of highly warped regions [roughly
eASM & e2Ainf—see (8)] is modified during inflation. Our
argument was based on intuition from 4D EFT, and we
looked for a consistent picture of the physics. As it turned
out, the string (and KK) mass scale is just above the Hubble
scale, or ‘SMH & 1, in the modified geometry. The effec-
tive field theory is then (just) consistent, but there may be
corrections from KK and string physics, which can lead to
potentially observable perturbations of the CMB.
Also, we analyzed reheating of the SM sector, following
the ‘‘warped reheating’’ scenario of [56]. We also stress
that we are taking the view that the compactification is
never in its vacuum until well after inflation ends. The
energy stored in the SM throat itself then and the relaxation
of the geometry to its ‘‘ground state’’ may have interesting
implications for reheating, as discussed in Sec. IV B. In
both cases, we saw that there is a strong possibility for
reheating to create a phase of long open strings in the SM
throat. We provided a rough analysis of the open string
phase based on thermal equilibrium, finding that the strings
redshift like matter. Additionally, the strings slowly decay
to SM radiation, eventually leaving a radiation bath at
about the Hagedorn temperature MSM. Standard hot big
bang cosmology can proceed as normal from that point.
Finally, in the previous section, we listed some possible
observational consequences and directions for future re-
search. It will be very important to analyze these possible
signals, especially to see if there is some characteristic
signature of string theory or KK physics, non-
Gaussianity and inhomogeneous reheating due to strings,26Independently, in [175] the authors are studying thermal
fluctuations of a string ensemble in the context of noninflationary
cosmology. We thank R. Brandenberger for bringing their work
to our attention.
026003generating CMB anisotropy due to string fluctuations dur-
ing the Hagedorn phase, relic KK particles, and the gravity
wave signals from various transitions in the early universe.
Certainly our preliminary investigation leaves many
open questions. The most pressing amongst these is per-
haps to find a more precise description of the SM throat
geometry during inflation. While this is undoubtedly a
technically challenging question, our arguments indicate
that it should be within the reach of supergravity calcula-
tions. In any event, the issues raised here should be a strong
precaution for the ‘‘modular’’ approach to model building
where separate throats are introduced to produce appar-
ently separate scales for, e.g., inflation, SM physics, and
the cosmological constant.
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Here we will describe conventions and notation used
throughout the paper.
We start by describing the relation of the various funda-
mental scales of the compactification. The 10D string
frame gravitational action is
S  1
22704
Z
d10x
gp e2’R 
 
 
 ; (A1)
where ’ is the dilaton. Since we assume throughout the
paper that the dilaton (as well as the volume modulus of the
compactification) is stabilized at a high-energy scale, we
separate it into a VEV and a fluctuation, ’  lngs  	’.
Then the background value of the Einstein-Hilbert term
prefactor is M810=2  1=22704g2s . The 10D Planck
constant is slightly larger than the fundamental string scale
in the perturbative limit, i.e., 0M210 * 1.
In the dimensional reduction, the zero mode h of the
graviton has a wave function given by the warp factor,
	g  e2Ah, where 	g is the perturbation of the 10D
metric (1) with polarization in the 4D spacetime.
Therefore, scaling out the warp factor, we find that the
action is-20
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8
10Vw
2
Z
d4x
g4p 1 	VwVw

e2	’Rg4  
 
 
 ;
(A2)
where the warped volume is
Vw  2

0
p
6e6u 
Z
d6x

g6
p
e2A 
Z
d6x
^
g
p
e4A
(A3)
and g^mn is the underlying Calabi-Yau metric.
Equation (A3) then defines the volume modulus u. Since
e4A grows only as 1=r4 as r! 0 in an AdS throat (and
less rapidly in other throats), we can see that Vw  VCY is
approximately the volume of the Calabi-Yau manifold.
Therefore,

0
p
eu is approximately the linear scale of the
Calabi-Yau and gives the KK mass scale for modes not
localized in highly warped regions. If we henceforth refer
to u as the expectation value and 	u as the fluctuation, the
4D Planck constant becomes
M2P  M8102

0
p
6e6u  e
6u
20g2s
; (A4)
and the graviton and scalar modes are decoupled by going
to the Einstein frame gE  e6	u2	’g4. Note that, since
	u, 	’ are the (massive) fluctuations only, there is no
rescaling of masses from the string to the Einstein frame.
Since the supergravity 3-form fluxes play an important
role in stabilizing moduli and determining the geometry of
warped regions of the compactification, we will also define
the flux quantum numbers nf;R;NS used in the text. Both the
Ramond-Ramond (R) and Neveu-Schwarz–Neveu-
Schwarz (NS) fluxes (respectively F and H) satisfy a
quantization condition when integrated on any 3-cycle c:Z
c
F420ncR;
Z
c
H420ncNS; ncR;NS2Z: (A5)
The fluxes are completely specified by the integers ncR;NS.
Ignoring warping, the fluxes induce masses for the com-
plex structure moduli of the Calabi-Yau as well as the
dilaton. These masses are given (up to numerical constants)
by [74,77–79]
m2  g2s
F

C i
gs

H
2
 g
2
s
0
e6u
X
c
ac

ncR 

C i
gs

ncNS
2
 g
2
sn
2
f
0
e6u; (A6)
where the sum runs over all the relevant 3-cycles and ac is a
numerical constant relating the components of the fluxes to
the integer ncR;NS. Here C is the scalar from the Ramond-
Ramond sector of the supergravity, which is also stabilized
by the flux.026003Since the fluxes also source the warp factor, they deter-
mine much of the geometry of the warped throats. There
are two important points for us, which we will illustrate in
the case of the deformed conifold throats of [75,76]. The
first point is that the fluxes control the size of the tip of the
throat. For example, the tip of a deformed conifold throat is
R3 	 S3, and the radius of the sphere is given by the flux.
Taking C  0 and the Ramond-Ramond flux to wrap the
S3, the radius of the sphere is roughly RS3 

gsn
S3
R 
0
q
.
(Henceforth, and in the rest of the paper, we drop the
superscript S3 when we discuss a particular throat. In this
case, the Neveu-Schwarz–Neveu-Scharz flux wraps the
cycle dual to the S3.) The other point is that the fluxes
determine the warp factor in the throat. For one, they
actually fix the value of the warp factor at the bottom of
the throat, although the details are unimportant to us. In
addition, the warp factor behaves like the warp factor for
AdS with a varying AdS radius, and the fluxes control the
AdS radius. At the tip of the deformed conifold throat, for
example, the AdS radius is RAdS 

gsnR0
p
, making the
same assumptions about the flux and C  0 as above.
Whenever we discuss nR;NS in this paper, we are referring
to this choice of flux and C  0 in the throat.
Finally, let us comment on the possible effect of the warp
factor on the moduli masses. The effect of the warp factor
should only be important for moduli with wave functions
localized in a throat (or another significantly warped re-
gion), in which case we expect that we would replace 0 !
‘2SM (for the SM throat, and so on) in Eq. (A6). However,
there may be additional corrections due to derivatives of
the warp factor. In the case of the deformation modulus of
the SM throat, it is possible that the dominant term may be
m2  g
2
sn
2
f
‘2SM
1
R2AdS=0p
 g
2
sn
2
f
‘2SM
1
gsnRp
rather than m2  g
2
sn
2
f
‘2SM
e
6u
(A7)
for some power p. In the text, however, we will assume the
suppression by e6u compared to the string scale, since the
dimensional reduction in the presence of warping is not
completely understood.APPENDIX B: ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS FOR
SM THROAT
Here we will give a few comments about two possible
alternative geometries to that discussed in Sec. III. These
are modifications to the 10D geometry which might seem
natural for the SM throat during inflation. We will also
present arguments why these modifications are not appli-
cable in the present context of interest.-21
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1. Black-brane horizon
The first alternative we consider is that a black-brane
horizon replaces the entire lower portion of the throat.
There is a simple thermal reasoning for this picture; it is
well known that any observer in de Sitter (or inflationary)
spacetime sees a heat bath at the Gibbons-Hawking tem-
perature T  H=2. Then we might imagine that the SM
is just a gauge theory in a heat bath; string-gauge duality
would then suggest representing the thermal gauge theory
as a black hole with matching Hawking temperature in the
SM throat [176]. In such a scenario during inflation, the
entire lower portion of the SM throat (including the SM
branes) are hidden by a horizon appearing in the throat. In
this case, the observable physics is then cut off at some
warp factor much large than the vacuum value eASM —so in
this respect it is similar to the modified geometry in
Sec. III. In the black-horizon picture, the standard model
degrees of freedom are no longer open strings on D branes
but rather closed strings near the horizon. At the end of
inflation, the horizon shrinks, the D branes appear, and the
SM strings become open strings on the branes again, which
should be excited up to the energy of the black hole. This
process can be understood as a phase transition [66,177–
181]. In fact, this type of transition between thermal strings
and black holes has been advocated on general grounds
[182].
Black holes in these throats have been discussed in
[180], in which it was shown that the geometry approx-
imates a nonextremal black 3-brane at high temperature.
The metric for the black 3-brane is [183,184]
ds2  e2Argrdt2  dxidxi
 e2Arg1rdr2  r2ds25; (B1)
where ds25 is some compact five-dimensional Einstein met-
ric. For simplicity, take the six-dimensional throat to be
asymptotically a conifold (up to the warping and the fact
that it glues onto some compact space), so ds25 is the metric
of T1;1. By setting the brane Hawking temperature to the
de Sitter temperature, we can approximate the effective
string tension for the SM throat using the warp factor Ah at
the horizon. After some algebra, we find an effective
horizon string length
‘h 

64
gsq

1=4 1
H
: (B2)
We should note that the D3-brane charge q is an ‘‘effec-
tive’’ charge; the 5-form field strength varies over the
conifold throat due to the presence of 3-forms [75,76].
Following the considerations of [51], the ratio of scales
(warp factors) between the tip and horizon is026003q  ND  3gsn
2
R
2
ln‘SM=‘h (B3)
(in agreement with [180]). We can solve the transcendental
relation (B2) for ‘h approximately by substitutingH on the
right-hand side and ignoring the number ND of SM branes.
If we assume MSM  1 TeV and H 1013 GeV, we get
gsq 1000 and ‘h  1=2H. It is amusing to note that we
find ‘hH & 1 so simply using thermal physics.
We can now explain a clear problem with this alternative
proposal. The black horizon, because it is thermal, carries
an energy density in theN  1 4D field theory which is
dual to the throat geometry (as per the AdS/CFT corre-
spondence). In fact, following [184], we can argue that the
thermal energy density is
bb  3
4!5
32
q2T4  3!5
512
q2H4; (B4)
where !5 is the volume of the angular part of the compac-
tification (which is a T1;1 space here). Furthermore, the
black-brane horizon has the equation of state of radiation,
as follows from its entropy (see [182]). Now suppose we
compare to the energy of the dual gauge field theory in a
de Sitter background. Certainly, any observer sees radia-
tion of temperature T  H=2, but this temperature is
invisible in any global sense. Specifically, in any
de Sitter-invariant vacuum, the stress tensor is that of a
cosmological constant hTi / g. In fact, the correct
dual geometries for N  1 gauge theories on de Sitter
(with nondynamical gravity) do not have thermal brane
horizons, and they are reviewed in Appendix B 2 below.
Another point to note is that the energy density (B4)
grows as the square of the effective D3-brane charge. This
density might seem consistent with the dual picture of a
gauge theory during inflation (in fact, the factor of q2 is
consistent with the number of adjoint fields); however,
determining the energy density of the gauge fields is
more subtle. Because the SM throat is compactified, we
should think of the dual gauge theory as being coupled to
gravity with a finite cutoffMP, rather than living on a fixed
background spacetime. In nondynamical gravity, we would
takeMP ! 1 and renormalize away divergent terms in the
effective action. In this process, the renormalized effective
action would indeed yield a stress tensor (and energy
density)  / q2H4. However, since we have a finite
Planck scale cutoff, no terms in the effective action di-
verge. Following along the calculation of [185], we find
that the energy density is suppressed by powers of H=MP
compared to (B4), so the black brane does not actually
match the dual gauge theory during inflation. In other
words, not only does the black brane fail to match the
correct equation of state, but it also has the wrong magni-
tude of energy density.-22
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2. AdS-like solutions
Another alternative is also inspired by string-gauge the-
ory duality; [186–189] have found supergravity back-
grounds dual to gauge theories on some curved (but
specified) spacetimes, including de Sitter spacetime.
Their supergravity duals are weakly curved everywhere
and have been used to study the motion of branes during
inflation [190,191], so we might expect that these geome-
tries could describe the SM throat during inflation. A
central observation in these constructions is that AdS5
admits a parametrization where the radial slices have a
dS4 geometry [192].
The reason we do not think that the solutions of [186–
189] will describe the SM throat during inflation is some-
what technical. For specificity, let us focus on the solutions
in [186,187], which are appropriate for the deformed coni-
fold throats in our discussion. These solutions are found as
perturbations around the de Sitter-like slicing of AdS5 	
T1;1, and, in fact, the perturbations disappear at the bottom
of the throat, leaving an AdS5 	 T1;1 core. Most impor-
tantly for us, the warp factor A always diverges at large
distances from the core. On the other hand, to glue the
throat onto a compact manifold, it should be possible to
find a solution with A! 0 asymptotically (which is pos-
sible for the flat spacetime solutions [75,76]). Suppose that
we tried to modify to solutions of [186,187] to have A! 0
asymptotically. Then asymptotically the solution would go
to dS4 times a Ricci-flat manifold. However, the supergrav-
ity stress tensor (sourced by supergravity fluxes) would
vanish asymptotically, leading to a contradiction. This
analysis is born out by examining the equations of motion
acting on a supergravity ansatz that generalizes
[186,187].27 However, it is possible that the solutions of
[186,187] are approximate solutions for throats in the
compactification in a region far from both the tip and the
bulk.
This difficulty seems tied to the fact that these super-
gravity solutions are dual to gauge theories on fixed space-
times. That is, the gauge theories live in gravity
backgrounds with an infinite Planck constant. The
Hubble scale of inflation therefore must be imposed by
hand. In fact, because these dualities are derived by per-
turbation around conformal theories, the Hubble scale is
not an independent physical mass scale in the problem;
rather, it enters as a choice of slicing for AdS5.
In closing, we should also note that, were these solutions
to reflect the true SM throat geometry during inflation, the
consequences for the 4D effective field theory would be
disastrous. As we mentioned above, the core of these
throats are AdS5 	 T1;1. In particular, the warp factor A!
1, leading to a horizon in the 10D geometry and a
vanishing effective string tension.27We thank A. Buchel for conversations about this point.
026003APPENDIX C: MORE REHEATING
Here we will discuss aspects of reheating in more gen-
eral inflationary models.
1. Many throats
The reader might wish to consider what happens if there
exist other throats with even more significant warping (in
the true ground state geometry)—see related discussions
in [57,58]. In the mechanism of [52], antibranes in these
throats have small tensions, leading to a fine spacing of
possible values for the cosmological constant. Although
we are not concerned with the cosmological constant in
this paper, we should mention the effects of extra throats on
reheating.
During the reheating phase, we expect that all the long
throats (that is, all the throats with a ground-state string
scale less than H?) are lifted to have ‘sH? & 1. The argu-
ment is just the same as for the SM throat. Therefore, when
the inflaton reheats the inflationary throat, the KK grav-
itons should distribute themselves evenly among all the
long throats. We expect then that the energy density in the
SM throat should be reduced from our original consider-
ations by a factor of the number of long throats.28 This
effect would not seem to cause any problems with reheat-
ing, since the number of long throats is expected to be
O10.
Problems could arise, however, in low-energy cosmol-
ogy, such as nucleosynthesis, if the energies in all the long
throats remain comparable. Some mechanism is necessary
to ensure that the SM throat energy density dominates by
late times. An additional complication is the fact that
closed string modes (such as KK gravitons) will prefer
longer throats to the SM throat after about t 1=MSM,
when the SM throat approaches its ground state geometry.
The closed string modes will tunnel to the longer throats,
just as they tunneled from the inflationary throat.
Fortunately, open string modes attached to the SM branes
should have a highly suppressed tunneling rate and be
effectively ‘‘locked’’ to the SM branes. Perhaps this fact
can account for the dominance of the SM throat: if the SM
throat has significantly more branes than the other throats,
then closed strings might preferentially attach to the SM
branes. This will reduce the closed string mode energy in
the SM throat compared to the other throats during an era
in which all the long throats have similar warp factors. A
subsequent redistribution of closed string energy among
the throats would then increase the total energy in the SM
throat. We leave a further investigation for future work.
We can, however, question whether throats with such
small warp factors are phenomenologically viable in the
present. Such significant warping would lead to very light28If these throats are distinguished by, e.g., having different
curvatures, the tunneling to the additional throats may be sup-
pressed (or enhanced) [135].
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KK gravitons, so these long throats could be ruled out. On
the other hand, the light KK gravitons should have highly
suppressed wave functions in the SM throat, so SM modes
would couple to them very weakly. It would be interesting
to determine whether such long throats are ruled out or not.
2. Reheating from other inflationary models
We can also give a few comments about reheating for
other string embeddings of inflation.
To put it shortly, both D3/D7 and non-BPS brane in-
flation should reheat the SM throat similarly to the usual
brane inflation case. Both would generate closed strings in
the inflationary region during reheating, and the resulting
KK modes could tunnel to the SM throat.
Now consider the case of racetrack inflation. We recall
first that racetrack inflation is caused by the slow roll of a
compactification modulus, such as the total volume modu-
lus of the compact manifold. This modulus will generally
couple both to SM brane modes and bulk supergravity
modes, so it can preheat the SM directly by parametric
resonance along with exciting closed string states.
Additionally, as in brane inflation, the bulk supergravity
modes can then reheat the SM modes.APPENDIX D: MORE ON STRING
THERMODYNAMICS
In this appendix, we gather detailed formulas and cal-
culations relevant to the discussion of string thermodynam-
ics in Sec. VA.
1. Open string thermodynamics
Here we collect some other useful formulas for open
string thermodynamics. We work in the context of D3
branes only for simplicity.
From (28), we can also see that the number density of
open strings is
no  2aN
2
D
bV?
L: (D1)
Note that the open string system is extrinsic in the (non-
compact) directions parallel to the D3 branes.
We can also calculate the entropy from the string distri-
bution (28) as in [59,193]. The density of states (per
volume) for single open strings is
!o"  2aN
2
D
bV?
eH": (D2)
The density of states for a gas of strings of energy E in a
volume Vk along the branes is therefore
o 

C
E

1=2
eHEI12

CE
p  / exp
 
8aN2DVkE
bV?
s
 HE

;
(D3)026003where 4CE is the combination inside the square root after
the proportionality and I1 is a modified Bessel function
[60]. The proportionality is valid in the limit that E! 1
with E=Vk constant. Therefore, the entropy is
So  HE

8aN2DVkE
bV?
s
: (D4)
It is also possible to argue that quantum corrections to the
entropy are no more important than the low-energy string
states in the Hagedorn limit, though we do not give the
details here.
2. Closed string thermodynamics
Here we give a very brief review of closed string ther-
modynamics (in contrast to open strings), which is relevant
for the behavior of cosmic strings. The density of states
was given in [194]; a recent review (with more references)
is [61], and the relevance to cosmic strings is reviewed in
[154].
In the relevant case of 3 noncompact spatial dimensions,
the density of states per volume for a single closed string is
!c"  1
03"5=2
eH": (D5)
The density of states for the entire gas of strings is
c / VE V=025=2 expHE 
03=2V: (D6)
This density of states leads to a distribution of closed
strings with one (or a few) very long, energetic strings,
and a gas of closed string radiation with total energy
density  02.
Additionally, it has been argued that D branes are very
efficient at chopping closed strings into open strings. That
is, if the D branes are packed with a density about unity in
string units in the space transverse to their world volumes,
open strings will dominate closed strings in equilibrium.
3. Hagedorn strings vs black branes
We will argue here that a Hagedorn gas of open strings
will not undergo a phase transition to a black 3-brane, as is
commonly supposed in the literature (and does indeed
happen in some cases) (see [61,182]). For simplicity, we
will consider the case of D3 branes only. We will also work
in flat space as an approximation.
Let us start by considering the open string gas and black
3-brane in the microcanonical ensemble. In the open string
entropy (D4), the ratio of the first to second terms is
^=2B=N2D21=2, where we have defined H 
^

0
p
and B  8a0=bV? (both ^ and B are O1).
Therefore, for densities larger than N2D2—where the
average string is longer than the string length—the first
term in (D4) dominates and the entropy is So  HE. On-24
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the other hand, the entropy of the black 3-brane is Sbb 
A

ND
p
V1=4E3=4 [184], where A is a constant of order unity.
Then the ratio of entropies is
So
Sbb
 ^
2
p
A


N2D
2

1=4  1 (D7)
for Hagedorn densities. Heuristically, this result makes
sense; starting at low densities, we expect a radiation
bath to undergo a phase transition to a gas of long open
strings. However, the radiation bath has the same entropy
as the black brane [184], so we would not expect a further
phase transition to a black-brane phase.
In the canonical ensemble, some manipulations give the
free energies
Fo   14
B2N2DV
0 H ; Fbb  
27
256
A4N2DV
4
(D8)
for temperatures below the Hagedorn temperature 1=H.
The ratio of free energies is
Fo
Fbb
 64
27
B2
0A4
3
 H 
64
27
B^3
A4


N2D
2

1=2
: (D9)
For small enough  (or high enough density), the open
string free energy is larger (i.e., more negative) and so the
open strings are thermodynamically favored. We should
contrast this behavior to that expected from the AdS/CFT
correspondence, in which a thermal state of the gauge
theory corresponds to a black-brane horizon in the throat
for high temperatures. In that case, the strings in the throat
are exposed to a heat bath of a temperature greater than the
Hagedorn temperature. Therefore, the only thermal state
available to any open strings in the throat is a black brane.
Furthermore, we expect that closed strings will actually
have a phase transition to a black brane, so there is no issue
for gravity duals with no free branes.
There are some possible loopholes in our argument,
however. Most importantly, it was demonstrated in [195]
that the radiation gas can undergo a first-order phase
transition to a black-brane phase at a lower temperature
than the Hagedorn temperature. Indeed, if the SM degrees
of freedom can thermalize before a density of order N2D2
accumulates, we do expect this first-order transition. On
the other hand, if, as we believe, thermalization occurs
later, the long open string gas would form.29 Also, we
have neglected any effects from the nontrivial geometry
of the SM throat, instead using a flat background. In
particular, the changing warp factor may favor a black-
brane horizon. If the strings filled the entire throat and
entered the region of the compactification where A 0,
then they should be compared to a far-from-extremal black29We thank O. Aharony for interesting discussions on this
point.
026003brane, which has a different entropy formula. We leave it to
the future to check our results.
4. World-sheet fluctuations in warp factor
In this appendix, we will discuss the compact volume
V? accessible to long strings in the SM throat. Classically
speaking, strings are confined to minima of the warp factor
because the strings feel e2A as a gravitational potential.
However, in a quantum mechanical or thermal system, the
string centers of mass can spread to larger values of the
warp factor, as was first discussed in [132]. We will first
review the zero temperature calculation of [132], and then
we will generalize it to finite temperature. In the end, we
will find that the two calculations give similar answers.
In the metric (1), the static gauge action for fluctuations
of a long string in the compact dimension Y is
S 1
20
Z
d2

e2A1
2
@aY@aY@2Ye2AY2




:
(D10)
Here, we are using diffeomorphism invariance in the in-
ternal dimensions to simultaneously diagonalize gmn and
@m@ne
2A
. The 
 
 
 represent interactions due to higher
derivatives of the warp factor; note that the mass is given
bym2  @2Ye2A. The deviation of the string in direction Y isjust given by the propagator hY2i on the Euclidean world
sheet. Then we have
hY2i  
0
2
Z  d2k
k2 m2 
0
2
ln

1
2
m2

; (D11)
where  is a world-sheet UV cutoff. The natural cutoff
scale for the world sheet is the string scale measured by the
4D coordinate time (which is the world-sheet time in static
gauge) because the string scale is the gap for excitations of
the string in the noncompact directions. When studying the
conifold throats, then, [132] had 2  e2A=0 and m2 
e2A=gsnR0. Further, at the tip of the conifold throat, the
topology of the transverse geometry is R3 	 S3, where the
warp factor varies only in the R3 directions. Therefore, the
strings can fill the S3 at the tip as well as climb slightly up
the warp factor potential well. To calculate the effective
volume in the R3, we use
hY2ip as the linear scale. In the
end, we arrive at [132]
V?
4203 
gsnR3=2
4

ln1 gsnR
2

3=2
: (D12)
For gsnR  10, V?=4203  1=2. We should regard this
volume as a minimum value, regardless of whether the gas
of strings can stay in thermal equilibrium.
Near the Hagedorn temperature, though, we should use a
thermal expectation value rather than the quantum value.
Now the Euclidean time direction is compact, and the two-
point function is-25
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0

X1
n1
Z
dk
1
!2n  k2 m2
;
!n  2n ; n 2 Z:
(D13)
The momentum k is now only in the spatial world-sheet
direction. After the (convergent) momentum integral,
hY2i  
0

X
n
1
!2n m21=2
: (D14)
The sum diverges, so once again we need to impose the
same cutoff  for the frequency. Further, we are interested
in the Hagedorn limit, so we use   H  2‘SM.
Therefore, only the n  0 term contributes, due to the
cutoff, and using the same mass as before, we get
hY2i  
0
2

gsnR
p
: (D15)
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4203 
gsnR3=2
4
 
gsnR
p
2

3=2 (D16)in a thermal calculation. Plugging in the numerical values
from above, we see V?=4203  1. Since there is not
much difference between the quantum and thermal values,
we can just approximate V?=4203  1 whenever we
need to make an estimate.
We conclude with one additional note. Above, we im-
plicitly treated the string as being long by integrating over
spatial world-sheet momenta. For short strings (those near
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